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Abstract
The phenomenon of gas entrainment, as a result of impinging liquid jets, was experimen-tally investigated. The purpose of these investigations was to create a solid experimentaldatabase necessary for the development and validation of computational fluid dynamics(CFD) codes. In this work, various experimental setups were built to allow employingvarious imaging measurement techniques with high spatial and temporal resolution.
High-speed imaging was applied for characterizing the flow structure that develops underthe free surface. It was found that gas entrainment takes place as soon as the jet impactvelocity overcomes the value of 1.2 m/s. The bubble plume, formed as a result of impinge-ment, consists of two distinct regions: an inner region with high turbulence and fine freelydispersed bubbles and an outer region, where larger bubbles move towards the free sur-face. Two mechanisms are responsible for the occurrence of gas entrainment. High-speedcamera observations were validated by means of ultrafast x-ray computed tomography, aninnovative non-intrusive measurement technique. Also, quantitative information regardingthe bubble plume was acquired from the high-speed observations, in terms of: penetrationdepth, width and spreading angle of the bubble plume.
Measurements, based on two wire-mesh sensors, were performed to assess the gas en-trainment rate. In these measurements, void fraction distributions and gas velocities werequantified. The entrainment rate was calculated as an integral over the entrained volumet-ric gas fraction. It was found to be a function of the jet velocity and length. Results werevalidated using dual-plane x-ray computed tomography. Results were in agreement withthe ones obtained from the wire-mesh sensors and approximately four to six times smallerthan predictions found in related publications.
Instantaneous as well as time-averaged velocity fields of the continuous phase were gainedby means of particle image velocimetry (PIV). Axial time-averaged velocities followed apower law profile, typical for fully developed flow conditions. Two recirculating vorticeswere found in the flow: one occurs as a result of the water adhering to the lateral wall ofthe tank and the flow being confined by the bottom wall, while the second one is generatedin the wake of rising bubbles. Bubble entrainment was found to reduce liquid phase meanvelocities and to enhance fluctuations in the streamwise direction. This is reflected in thedistribution of the turbulence kinetic energy.
Last but not least, several examples of comparisons between experimental data and CFDresults stand to demonstrate the importance of the experimental observations gathered inthe frame of this work. It is shown that the experimental data provides a good basis notonly for qualitative comparisons, but also for quantitative correlations.
Zusammenfassung
Das Phänomen des Gasmitrisses mittels eines auftreffenden flüssigen Strahles wurde ex-perimentell untersucht. Das Ziel dieser Untersuchungen war es, eine solide experimentelleDatenbasis zu erstellen, erforderlich für die Entwicklung und Validierung von Computa-tional Fluid Dynamics (CFD)-Codes. In dieser Arbeit wurden verschiedene Versuchsauf-bauten verwendet, die auf verschiedenen bildgebenden Messverfahren mit hoher räumlicherund zeitlicher Auflösung basieren.
Hochgeschwindigkeitsaufnahmen wurden zur Charakterisierung der, unter der freien Ober-fläche entwickelten, Strömungsstrukturs angewendet. Es wurde festgestellt, dass Entrain-ment erfolgt, sobald der Strahl eine Geschwindigkeit von 1.2 m/s überschreitet. Als Folgedes Auftreffens entsteht eine Blasenfahne unter der freien Wasseroberfläche die aus zweiverschiedenen Regionen besteht: eine innere Region mit hoher Turbulenz und feinen frei-dispergierten Blasen und ein äußerer Bereich, wo sich größere Gasblasen in Richtungder freien Oberfläche bewegen. Zwei Mitnahmemechanismen sind für das Auftreten vonGaseintrag verantwortlich.
Zwei dicht aufeinanderfolgende Gittersensoren wurden eingesetzt, um die Rate der Gas-mitnahme zu bestimmen. Bei diesen Messungen wurde sowohl der Blasenanteil, als auchdie Gasgeschwindigkeit quantifiziert. Die Gasmitnahme-Rate wird als Integral über diemitgerissenen Gasvolumenfraktion berechnet. Es wurde festgestellt, dass die Rate derGasmitnahme eine Funktion der Strahlgeschwindigkeit und Länge ist. Die Ergebnissewurden unter Verwendung von Zwei-Ebenen Röntgen-Computertomographie validiert. DieErgebnisse sind in Übereinstimmung mit den von den Gittersensoren erhaltenen Daten undetwa vier bis sechs Mal kleiner als Vorhersagen aus der Literatur.
Momentane als auch zeitlich gemittelte Geschwindigkeitsfelder der kontinuierlichen Phasewurden mittels Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) gewonnen. Axial zeitlich gemittelteGeschwindigkeiten zeigen ein Potenzgesetz-Profil, typisch für voll entwickelte Strömungs-bedingungen. Zwei rückfördernde Wirbel wurden in der Strömung festgestellt: ein alsErgebnis des Anhaftens des Wassers an der Seitenwand des Behälters und der Be-grenzung des Flusses durch den Boden des Behälters, während der zweite Wirbel alsFolge der aufsteigenden Blasen erzeugt wird. Der Blasenmitriss vermindert die mittlerenGeschwindigkeiten der flüssigen Phase und erhöht die Schwankungen in Strömungsrich-tung. Dies zeigt sich in der Verteilung der kinetischen Turbulenzenergie.
Nicht zuletzt, zeigen mehrere Beispiele von Vergleichen zwischen experimentellen Datenund CFD-Ergebnissen die Bedeutung der im Rahmen dieser Arbeit gesammelten exper-imentellen Beobachtungen. Es wird gezeigt, dass die experimentellen Daten eine guteGrundlage nicht nur für qualitative Vergleiche, sondern auch für quantitative Korrelationenbereitstellen.
Theses
1. A multitude of physical parameters and their interactions influence the phenomenonof gas entrainment, making quantitative predictions difficult.
2. The most important parameter for the characterization of gas entrainment under im-pinging liquid jets is the inception velocity. It represents the minimum jet velocity atwhich gas entrainment first occurs.
3. The inception of gas entrainment is not an exact condition. Contradictory theoriesand equations are found in relevant literature articles.
4. Two physical mechanisms are responsible for the occurrence of gas entrainment. Forlow-velocity liquid jets, gas entrainment is the result of the interaction betweendisturbances on the jet surface and the receiving pool, while for high-velocity liquidjets gas entrains within the surface of the jet and a boundary layer is developed andcarried below the water surface.
5. The gas entrainment rate is the most relevant parameter for the quantification ofgas entrainment. The amount of entrained gas increases with increasing nozzle exitvelocity and jet length.
6. Gas is entrained at the boundary of the jet. The entrained gas fraction has anannular distribution around the jet axis, with maximum values situated in the regioncorresponding to the jet boundary and minimum values corresponding to the jet core.
7. Wire-mesh sensors overestimate the quantity of entrained gas and distort bubblevelocity measurements.
8. The penetration depth of the bubble plume increases with the jet velocity. However,rarefied plumes have a higher penetration depth than plumes containing a largeamount of gas.
9. The trend of the penetration depth emulates the two entrainment mechanisms.
10. Entrained bubbles range between 2 mm and 7 mm diameter, while bubbles between3 mm and 5 mm diameter have the highest contribution to the integral entrained gasfraction.
11. Highest bubble velocities are located in the region of the shear layer. They varybetween 0.4 m/s and 0.8 m/s.
12. Two recirculating vortices form during jet impingement. One is situated in the nearregion of the tank bottom, while the second is present only for two-phase flow casesand is situated between the wall of the tank and the free surface.
13. One of the methods used for the assessment of gas entrainment is based on Compu-tational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) codes. Also, the use of CFD codes, which are basedon physical local models, is being requested more and more for assessing the safetyof existing reactors and for developing advanced reactor systems.
14. Accurate assessment of the validity of CFD results requires experimental techniques,which provide time-dependent and multidimensional information regarding the keyhydrodynamics variables of the phenomenon.
15. The dedicated experimental investigations employing state-of-the-art measuring tech-niques described in this work provide a large database of experimental data with highspatial and temporal resolution characterizing the transient phenomenon of gas en-trainment.
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Introduction
1.1 Background and motivation
In this thesis, bubble plumes formed as a result of a liquid jet impinging into a liquidpool were studied. This two-phase flow phenomenon is present in literature under thename of gas entrainment. The phenomenon consists of an evolving liquid column passingthrough the ambient atmosphere before impacting on the surface of a receiving tank filledwith liquid. During its downward movement towards the liquid pool, a small amount of theambient gas is entrained at the surface of the impinging jet. Thus, the impinging jet nowcarries with it a boundary layer consisting of the ambient gas. The pressure of the impactbetween the jet and the liquid bath creates a depression on the liquid surface known asan induction trumpet.
The induction trumpet has the shape of a channeled entry, therefore, guiding the ambientgas into the area at the base of the impinging jet. The impinging jet passes through theinduction trumpet carrying with it the entrained gas layer. Consequently, gas is drawn intothe liquid bath due to shear effects between the jet and the induction trumpet. The highshear rate of the impinging jet results in the entrained gas layer being broken into bubbles.A region of intense energy dissipation and turbulence is developed in the liquid pool andis referred to as the mixing zone. In the mixing zone, gas bubbles coalesce and bubblecreation continues. It can be differentiated between two distinct regions: a primary regionwhere bubbles move downwards under the jet momentum, referred to as bubble plume anda secondary region surrounding the primary region, composed of upwards moving bubbleswhich are formed at the bottom of the bubble plume by means of coalescence. Figure 1.1shows a schematic of the phenomenon.
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Bubble plume
Rising bubbles
Impinging jet
Nozzle
Inductiontrumpet
Figure 1.1: Gas entrainment schematics
A particular case for the occurrence of gas entrainment is found in the nuclear safetyresearch, where gas entrainment can occur in a Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) duringEmergency Core Coolant (ECC) injection. The use of an ECC injection is consideredin accident scenarios related to an important class of safety problems known as LOCAs(Loss-Of-Coolant Accidents). Figure 1.2 shows a simplified schematic of the PWR primarycircuit. Upon a rupture of the circuit, the important thermal-hydraulic considerations arethe timescale of the depressurization, the amount of coolant lost from the circuit and themagnitude of the heat transfer in the reactor core. These directly influence the effect ofthe forces generated on the reactor structures.
LowerPlenum
ReactorCoreDowncomer
Cold leg
To SteamGenerator
Hot leg From SteamGenerator
ECC InjectionReactor Pressure Vessel
Figure 1.2: Simplified circuit layout for PWR
Severe transients, characterized by rapid cooling of a part of the internal Reactor PressureVessel (RPV) surface, combined with repressurization can create a sudden local increase
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of the stresses inside the vessel wall and lead to a sudden growth of possible flaws insidethe vessel thickness [1]. These transients may lead to a Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS).
A thermal-hydraulic analysis is designed to evaluate the power plant response and tocalculate the cooling load induced on the internal RPV wall surface by the ECC injection.Its task is to determine accident sequences where the temperature differences in adjacentparts of the RPV wall are large and last for a longer period of time. Usually, the downcomeris being subdivided into one or several vertically arranged flow areas, so-called ”parallelchannels”. Two different cooling mechanisms, the plume and stripe cooling, are usuallyconsidered in connection with the determination of thermal loads.
During the first cooling mechanism, cold water plumes are formed if the cold leg emergencycoolant is injected into a downcomer filled with water. Such a situation can arise, e.g.,from LOCAs with a smaller leak cross section in the hot leg. A schematic of a cold legECC injection is shown in Figure 1.3. Since these plumes stay for a longer period untilfinal mixing, i.e. about one to two hours [1], the temperature differences can act on theRPV wall correspondingly long. By mixing with the water surrounding the plume, thereis a permanent exchange. The plume width is dependent on the injected mass flow andthe exchange with its environment. This phenomenon is similar to the phenomenon of gasentrainment under an impinging jet. It requires a more detailed analysis at small scalelevel in order to better identify the position, the size of the over-cooled region, the durationof the cooling phase and the cooling rate.
Emergencyinjection
Cold leg
Plume regionStripe
Downcomer
Figure 1.3: Schematics of a cold leg ECC injection in case of a LOCA
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During ECC injection, the cold water jet reaches the hot bath of water, after passingthrough a steam atmosphere. Due to steam condensation taking place at the jet surfaceduring injection, the liquid-gas boundary layer of the impinging liquid jet slightly warmsup in the steam environment and will continue to warm up throughout the impingementprocess. As a result of impingement, steam bubbles are being entrained, leading to afurther increase in temperature of the injected cold fluid. The entrained bubbles triggerlocal circulation. The jet and bubbles induced turbulence contributes to the improvementof the mixing quality of hot and cold fluid. And the more forceful the liquid turbulence isaround the interface, the larger the interfacial heat transfer will be.
Furthermore, cold water is transported into the downcomer leading to a decrease in the localturbulence. With it, thermal mixing also diminishes, coinciding with thermal separation,leading by far to the highest thermal load on the RPV.
Due to the complexity of the events happening during ECC injection, like fluid transport,thermal and material mixing, phase change due to condensation, etc., the only way to mean-ingfully predict the temperature distribution in the downcomer, relevant for PTS studies,is by means of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations.
Usually, a CFD approach is used for numerical modeling and simulation of single and two-phase flows. The complexity of two-phase flows, in this particular case a bubble plume asa result of jet impingement, makes a general description almost impossible. Conceptualmodels for two-phase flow need to be formulated in terms of the appropriate field andconstitutive relations, similar to the ones describing single phase flow in terms of mass,momentum, energy, etc. The derivation of such equations for two-phase flow is, however,more complicated than for single-phase flow. Therefore, some of the CFD models includeclosure laws or constants determined empirically. As a consequence, dedicated experi-mental data with high spatial and temporal resolution is needed for the validation of CFDcodes.
In the available literature, several experimental databases regarding gas entrainment areavailable. Due to the fact that most experimental investigations in the past were based onlocal measuring techniques, most of the available data is only of limited interest for thedevelopment and validation of CFD codes. For meaningful comparisons, the experimentaldata and the simulation should, preferably, have similar temporal and spatial resolutions.
The contribution of this thesis consists of delivering detailed investigations on gas en-trainment and gas velocities under an impinging liquid jet under ambient thermodynamicconditions. The results are used for developing and validating CFD codes bottom-up.
The topic of gas entrainment is also of importance in non-nuclear applications, like in theoil and gas industry or, for example, in the case of liquid feeding of a gravity separator
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where the impulse and entrained gas quantity are of interest. Therefore, the current thesisis of fundamental importance for understanding and modeling of two-phase flows.
1.2 Available data regarding PTS analysis
Accident scenarios leading to a PTS were studied for 5 different PWR designs operating inEurope in a joint European Project - Nuclear Reactor Simulations (NURESIM). Since theconsidered power plants have different designs, different LOCA scenarios were taken intoconsideration for each. The project focused on the two-phase flow characteristics developedas a result of ECC injection into a partially or fully uncovered cold leg.
One of the nuclear power plants considered in the project was the German 1300 MWeKonvoi reactor. For this particular reactor type, PTS scenarios were analyzed in the frameof the Upper Plenum Test Facility (UPTF) Transient and Accident Management (TRAM)program [2]. The UPTF is an imitation of a four-loop 1300 MWe PWR with upper plenum,downcomer and the main coolant pipes in full scale reactor geometry. The test facility wasdesigned for the particular study of multidimensional two-phase flow effects in the upperplenum, at the upper core tie plate, and in the downcomer [3]. The experiments focused onthe thermal-hydraulic characteristics of the flow following ECC injection into the hot legs ofthe reactor, namely counter-current flow of steam and saturated water injected into the hotlegs, steam condensation of the ECC water, as well as other flow regimes which could bedeveloped under natural circulation conditions. The UPTF experiments contributed to andextended an existent database necessary for the development and validation of analyticalmodels for simulating single and two-phase flow phenomena in full scale reactor geometry.
One of the methods used for the assessment of the physical phenomena taking place insuch an accident scenario is based on CFD codes. The use of CFD codes, which are basedon physical local models, is being requested more and more for assessing the safety of theexisting reactors and for developing advanced reactor systems.
In regard to horizontal flow situations and inclined pipes the analytical models were vali-dated by the UPTF experiments. A detailed description of the experimental results and thevalidated analytical models is given in [3]. However, the need for improved multidimensionalmodeling was also ascertained for the case of inhomogeneous flows, like in the downcomeror the upper plenum of the reactor. For example, in the case of a partially uncovered coldleg, stratification of cold water at the bottom of the cold leg with counter-current flow ofhot water and steam on top of it may occur. During ECC injection, mixing takes placebetween the hot and cold water. Condensation phenomena occur at the free surface of thecooling water jet and the stratified flow. These strongly depend on the turbulence of the
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fluid. Plume cooling takes place in the downcomer. If the water level in the downcomerhas dropped below the cold leg nozzle, cold water is injected into vapor and direct contactcondensation takes place in both the cold leg and the downcomer. Stripe cooling will occurin the downcomer, leading by far to the highest thermal load of the RPV, due to the factthat the RPV wall is cooled only by a weakly heated cold water stripe of small width,with a large temperature difference to the surrounding. It is essential to know whetherthe stripe is in contact or not with the RPV. This depends on the flow characteristics ofthe jet, which is connected with the geometry of the cold leg nozzle and with the accidentconditions [4].
Since the documentation of experiments in terms of initial and boundary conditions regard-ing the ECC jet injection and its direct effect on the RPV was not detailed enough, leadingto uncertainties in the CFD calculations and making an adjustment of turbulence and two-phase flow models difficult, it was recommended that dedicated and better documentedexperiments should be carried out.
For reliable simulation of PTS related mixing processes, the CFD methods must be vali-dated to determine how well the CFD model can simulate the relevant physical processesand produce the needed data. Accurate assessment of the validity of CFD results requiresexperimental techniques, which provide time-dependent and multidimensional informationregarding the key hydrodynamics variables of the phenomenon. Experiments with highspatial and temporal resolution for the characterization of gas entrainment under imping-ing jets constitute the object of this work. For a better comprehension of the fundamentalsof the phenomenon of gas entrainment, the experiments were uncoupled from the pressureand temperature boundary conditions of the PWR.
1.3 Objectives of the thesis
Due to the diversity of applications of the phenomenon of gas entrainment in variousindustries, many experimental databases and publications are already available. However,due to the limitations of utilized experimental techniques, most of these are only of limitedinterest for the development and validation of CFD codes. Most experimental investigationspresent in available publications employed local measuring techniques such as conductivityprobes, optical probes, thermal probes or acoustic techniques. For meaningful comparisons,the experimental data and the simulation should, preferably, have similar temporal andspatial resolutions. So, the resolution of experimental data has to evolve in parallel to thatof computer codes in order to support their theoretical model development and validation.New high-resolution measuring techniques have been developed over the past few decades,e.g. the wire-mesh sensor (WMS) or Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV). Nevertheless, there
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is still a lack of high-resolution experimental data suited for the development and validationof CFD codes. Consequently, dedicated experimental investigations employing state-of-the-art measuring techniques were carried out in this work.
This experimental program contains both a qualitative and a quantitative characterizationof the phenomenon of gas entrainment. High-speed imaging techniques and ultrafast X-raycomputed tomography were employed for the observation of the mechanisms which lead tothe occurrence of gas entrainment. Behind the appearance of gas entrainment, two distinctmechanisms were found as a function of jet length and velocity. An empirical correlation todescribe the inception of gas entrainment was proposed. Also, three different flow regimeswere observed within the frame of this work. Measurements of local data of void fraction andbubble velocities were performed using a system based on two WMSs mounted on a flange,with a variable axial separation between them. The entrained gas fraction was observedto have an annular distribution around the jet axis, with maximum values situated in theregion corresponding to the jet boundary and minimum values corresponding to the jet core.Gas velocities were found to have a Gaussian distribution over the measured cross-section.Results regarding the bubble size distributions were also obtained. By ascertaining theseproperties of the void fraction, the entrainment rate was determined, which represents ameasure of performance for impinging jets. The results obtained using the WMSs werevalidated by experiments which involved an innovative non-intrusive measurement tech-nique. Relatively high differences were observed between the current experimental resultsand predictions from related literature. Liquid and gas velocity fields are relevant for thegeneral mixing and turbulence characteristics of the two phases. Therefore, liquid velocityfields developed in the tank were investigated by means of PIV.
This work provides a large database of experimental data with high spatial and temporalresolution characterizing the transient phenomenon of gas entrainment. The investigationmethods presented in this work are groundbreaking to the field of gas entrainment underimpinging liquid jets.
Chapter 2
Current state of scientific research
2.1 Basic considerations and dimensionless numbers
The phenomenon of gas entrainment caused by an impinging liquid jet is based on alarge variety of physical mechanisms. Consequently, any quantitative prediction in termsof basic control variables is difficult [5]. Nevertheless, a great number of studies on gasentrainment under plunging liquid jets is available in related scientific publications. Thefirst investigations date back to the 1960’s. A summary of the most relevant studies andtheir main findings is provided in the following analysis.
Impinging jet flow characteristics are highly complex and can be easily influenced by amultitude of parameters and their interaction. An overview of the parameters and theircorrelations is given in the following, by differentiating between:
Impinging jet parameters - crucial for the characterization of the phenomenon ofgas entrainment are the geometrical and physical properties of the impinging jet:the nozzle diameter (d0), the liquid jet flow rate (Ql), the falling height or length ofthe impinging jet (Lj), the impact velocity of the jet (vj) which is a function of thenozzle exit velocity, v0 and the jet length, as well as the physical properties of thefluids used, e.g. liquid/gas density, ρl, ρg, liquid/gas viscosity, µl, µg, the surfacetension, σ . The surface tension and the viscosity of the liquid are viewed as the mostcritical physical properties that influence this phenomenon [6–9]. Also, the shape ofthe nozzle, as well as the temperature of the liquid jet are known to influence gasentrainment.
Impinging jet mechanics - parameters like jet surface roughness, also referred to asjet turbulence, and the impulse of the impinging jet influence the mechanics of the
8
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gas entrainment phenomenon. The mass and momentum transfer between the fluidphases are influenced by these parameters.
The mixing zone - is a region of intense energy dissipation and turbulence, wheregas bubbles coalesce and creation continues to occur. In this region momentum istransferred to the surrounding mixture and expands to occupy the cross-section ofthe liquid bath, creating recirculating eddies of aerated liquid.
The most important impinging jet parameters are summarized in Figure 2.1.
Mixing zone
Ambientfluid Free jet regionvj
v0Lj
d0
Bath surface
Figure 2.1: Impinging jet parameters
Three non-dimensional parameters are usually used for characterizing the impinging jet:
1 The Froude jet number - can be physically interpreted as the ratio between theaverage flow velocity and the speed of an elementary disturbance traveling over thewater jet surface Fr = v0√gd0 (2.1)
2 The Weber jet number - represents the competition between the destabilizing effectof the jet inertia and the stabilizing effect of the surface tension
We = ρld0v20σ (2.2)
3 The Reynolds jet number - characterizes the relative importance of inertial andviscous forces in the flow and is important in determining the state of the flow,
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whether it is laminar or turbulent
Re = ρld0v0µl . (2.3)
The jet impact velocity is deduced by using the following equations
Ql = π4 v0d20 = π4 vjd2j (Continuity equation), (2.4)
v2j2g = v202g + Lj (Bernoulli equation). (2.5)
The behavior of a gas bubble rising in a liquid depends on the physical properties of thesurrounding liquid, e.g. ρ, ν, σ . The bubble rises due to the buoyancy force which isrelated to the gravitational acceleration g and the volume of the bubble Vb. An equivalentradius of the bubble req or diameter d32 can be associated with Vb by
req = (3Vb4π
)1/3 (2.6)
and d32 = d3vd2s . (2.7)
Here req represents the radius of a sphere with the same volume as the gas bubble andd32 is the Sauter mean diameter of the bubble given by
dv = (6Vbπ
)1/3 (2.8)
and ds =√Abπ (2.9)Where Ab and Vb represent the surface area and volume of the bubble, respectively.
Two independent parameters are usually used to characterize bubbles rising in a liquid.These are the Morton and the Eötvös number
Mo = gµl4(ρl − ρg)
ρ2l σ3 (2.10)
Eo = (ρl − ρg)r2eqgσ . (2.11)
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The Morton number (as described by Clift et al. (1978) [10]) contains only physical prop-erties of the fluid. Therefore, it can be distinguished between fluids with high Mortonnumbers (Mo >10−2) and fluids with low Morton numbers (Mo <10−6). Water has a Mor-ton number of Mo= 1.1× 10−11. The Eötvös number basically expresses a measure of thevolume of the bubble.
2.2 Inception velocity
The most important parameter for the characterization of gas entrainment under impingingliquid jets is the inception or onset velocity, ve. It represents the minimum jet velocityat which gas entrainment first occurs. The inception of gas entrainment is not an exactcondition. When the jet first impacts a quiescent pool of water, gas is always entrained.A sheet of the ambient gas is dragged under the free surface of the liquid pool and itdisintegrates into small bubbles under the impact of the jet. If the jet velocity equals orovercomes ve, gas continues to be entrained into the pool. If ve is higher than the jetvelocity, no new bubbles are entrained. The first entrained bubbles remain trapped underthe free surface for a short period of time (up to approximately 2 s to 5 s), after which theyovercome the jet momentum and rise towards the pool surface.
The entrainment inception velocity is a function of different basic parameters. It is usuallyreferred to in literature as a function of the relative turbulence of the jet (Tu), length todiameter ratio of the nozzle (l/d0), or it is given in terms of dimensionless numbers. Therelative turbulence intensity of the jet is defined as the root-mean-square of the fluctuatingjet velocity over the mean velocity measured at any point along the jet
Tu =√v′2/v. (2.12)
The gas entrainment inception for laminar flows is defined in the pioneering study onentrainment of T. J. Lin and H. G. Donnelly (1966) [11] in terms of dimensionless numbersas
We = 10Re0.74. (2.13)
The study comprised twelve Newtonian liquids. The nozzle diameter and jet length wereobserved to influence the inception velocity, in the sense that by modifying d0 and Lj,the jet diameter at the plunging point dj was influenced. It was also argued that theliquid viscosity, surface-active agents and the jet velocity profile influence the onset of gasentrainment.
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As opposed to laminar jets, however, entrainment always takes place with turbulent jets. Acorrelation describing the inception condition for turbulent jets is given by Fetisov (1996)[12] Wej = 0.81Re0.6j . (2.14)
Here Wej = ρdjv2j /σ and Rej = ρdjvj/µ represent the Weber and Reynolds numbers atthe impinging point. Investigations were performed for aqueous solutions of glycerol ofdifferent viscosity and surface tension.
It was also claimed that, for long smooth nozzles (l ≥20 d0) the inception velocity dependson the relative length of the jet. The inception velocity ve decreases with increasing jetdiameter. It is known that geometric dimensions determine the turbulence macro-scale. Anincrease of the geometric dimensions will increase, thus, the size of the initial disturbances.
According to Sheridan (1966) [13], both theory and experiments with water for jet diametersbetween 0.2 cm and 0.4 cm agreed on an inception velocity of approximately 2.4 m/s. Forlarger diameters (d0 >4 mm), the experimental values of the incipient velocity droppedwhile the theoretical value remained unchanged [7, 14]. On the other hand, it was alsoobserved that the inception velocity is a function of the turbulence level of the jet [7]. Forjets with a 5% turbulence level measured at the nozzle exit the value of ve is 0.8 m/s forjet diameters ranging from 2.75 mm to 14.5 mm, whereas for lower values of the measuredturbulence (≈ 1 %) the inception velocity is 2.8 m/s for the same range of jet diameters.This highlights the fact that the jet diameter does not play a decisive role in the gasentrainment inception and that the turbulence of the jet is the key parameter for inception.This is also supported by the study of Davoust et al. (2002) [15], who investigated the jetsurface roughness using a rather rare measuring technique. The jet roughness level wasdiagnosed by means of an optical technique based on light energy absorption suppliedby a laser beam, which matched the boundary of the plunging jet and evaluated, thus,its dynamical roughness. A full calibration of the optical setup was performed with thehelp of a perfectly smooth jet. A broad range of interfacial waves was found; particularlythose which prefigured either break-up or transition from a laminar to a turbulent regime.When the impinging jet was laminar, the dependence of the Weber number of entrainmenton the interfacial dynamical roughness was monotonic and close to a linear progression.When the jet became turbulent, a large variation applied either to the level of amplitudeor to the frequency of the oscillations led to a small variation of the interfacial dynamicalroughness. But, at the same time, any variation of the interfacial dynamical roughness wasfound to be dramatic for the increase in the amount of gas carry-under when the jet wasturbulent. The work of Davoust et al. (2002) [15] shows that any residual hydrodynamicnoise available at the nozzle can drastically increase the ability of the plunging jet toentrap ambient gas. However, when the turbulence of the plunging jet is fully-established,
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the experimental technique proposed here is no longer appropriate, since it does not exhibita spatial resolution high enough to detect the interfacial instabilities related to the inertialsub-ranges.
For turbulent jets produced from short cylindrical nozzles (l ≤8 d0) Ciborowski and Bin(1972) [16] suggested a very simple equation for inception
Wej = 400. (2.15)
The equation was obtained for water and aqueous glycerol solutions of viscosities 2 mPa sand 3.4 mPa s.
From the above summarized information together with equations 2.13, 2.14 and 2.15, it canbe inferred that the inception of gas entrainment is not yet clearly defined.
2.3 Mechanisms of gas entrainment
One theory regarding the mechanisms responsible for the occurrence of gas entrainment ispresented by McKeogh and Elsawy (1980) [7]. Four different entrainment mechanisms arediscussed in the study. The mechanisms are given in dependence on the relative turbulenceintensity of the jet Tu. The first mechanism is classified under the name of ”annular oscil-lations”. Here, gas entrainment occurred due to the appearance of the induction trumpet.The mechanism was noted only for laminar smooth water jets in this study. The mech-anism responsible for gas entrainment for transition jets between laminar and turbulentwas given the name ”intermittent vortex”. In this case, in addition to the induction trumpet,a free surface vortex formed around the jet at the impinging point, producing an inwardradial flow. The mechanism is valid for jets of low turbulence level (Tu ≤1.5%). The thirdmechanism, ”turbulent occlusion”, is valid for jets with turbulence level Tu ≥2%. In thiscase, the depression formed around the jet at the impiging point becomes highly irregulardue to the surface roughness of the jet. The last mechanism responsible for entrainmentwas observed for jets which reached the disintegration length. These jets fall in the formof distinct water drops which entrain gas upon the impact with the liquid pool. A diagramof the entrainment mechanisms according to these considerations is shown in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Schematics of the mechanisms responsible for gas entrainment after McKeogh& Elsawy (1980)
Lin and Donnelly (1966) [11] observed that as the velocity of a laminar jet increases,disturbances appear on the jet surface and the entrainment becomes irregular, only taking
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place when disturbances hit the liquid pool surface. At higher velocities (Rej >18 000) thejet surface is no longer smooth but ill-defined. Gas is taken up in the jet surface and theentrainment is increasingly powerful.
Van de Sande (1974) [17] also made a distinction between low-/ and high-velocity liquidjets. The low velocity region extends up to 5 m/s and the disturbances found on the surfaceof the jet are responsible for the occurrence of gas entrainment. A diagram of the proposedmechanism of entrainment is shown in Figure 2.3. Van de Sande also claimed that aturbulent jet with no disturbances on its surface can not entrain gas. With increasing jetvelocity, however, the entrainment becomes more regular. Nevertheless, in the transitionregion between low and high velocity jets, the entrainment was observed to be more regularthan for low velocity jets, but still not continuous.
Figure 2.3: Gas entrainment caused by a disturbance on the jet surface according to vande Sande (1974)
The influence of surface roughness on the mechanism of gas entrainment was also analyzedby Zhu et al (2000) [18]. A single controlled and reproducible disturbance was generatedon a perfectly smooth circular water jet. The disturbance was generated by rapidly openingfour computer controlled solenoid valves that injected additional water into the jet. Thejet disturbance interacts in a complex way with the jet itself and leads to the developmentof a relatively large gas cavity, similar to the induction trumpet. The cavity contracts andgives rise to gas bubbles. The volume of entrapped gas was found to be proportional tothe characteristic size of the jet disturbance.
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From the aforementioned review, it can be concluded that a clear distinction can be madebetween the mechanisms responsible for gas entrainment under low and high velocity jets.For relatively low velocity turbulent jets, the entrainment is irregular and the disturbanceson the jet surface are a dominant factor in the entrainment mechanism. For high jetvelocities, gas friction controls the jet surface roughness. Gas entrains within the jet anda boundary layer is developed at the jet surface, which is carried below the free surface ofthe pool. The entrainment becomes regular.
Strongly linked to the mechanisms of gas entrainment are the entrainment regimes. Theyrefer to the amount of entrained gas bubbles, usually as a function of jet velocity. Chirichellaet al. (2002) [19] observed three boundaries between four entrainment regimes for a trans-lating axisymmetric plunging laminar jet, in terms of dj, vj and vt (translation velocity),while the other entrainment process parameters were held constant.
The boundary between ”no entrainment” and ”incipient entrainment” was defined as thesmallest translation velocity, vt, for which at least one small bubble was entrained duringa period of two seconds. The boundary between ”incipient entrainment” and ”intermittententrainment” was defined by locating the smallest vt that produced intermittent groups ofentrained bubbles, while the boundary between ”intermittent-” and ”continuous entrain-ment” was considered at the minimum value of vt for which a high bubble entrainment ratewas produced without noticeable interruption. For conditions where the jet did not entraingas when stationary, gas entrainment was induced by increasing the horizontal speed toonly a small fraction of the jet velocity. The boundary between ”no entrainment” and ”in-cipient entrainment” occurred at nearly constant Fr = 1.4 for vj/vt = 5 and it decreased toabout Fr = 1.1 for smaller velocity ratios.
In a similar manner, entrainment regimes can be classified only as a function of vj incombinations with other basic jet parameters, independent of a translation velocity.
2.4 The gas entrainment rate and the volume of entrained gas
From a quantitative point of view, the phenomenon of gas entrainment under an impingingliquid jet can be characterized by several parameters, e.g. the volume of entrained gas (Qg)and the gas entrainment rate (Qg/Ql), the bubble size distribution, bubble velocities, etc.Of these, the gas entrainment rate is considered the most important.
The gas entrainment rate is a measure of performance for impinging jets [20]. For impingingwater jets with velocities between 2 m/s and 5 m/s, an equation to predict the amount ofentrained gas was suggested by Van de Sande and Smith (1975) [21], as output of a modelbased on simple energy considerations. It was ascertained that, for a given diameter, longer
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nozzle lengths allow complete development of turbulence, thus, leading to an increase ofthe gas entrainment.
An empirical correlation that derives the amount of gas entrained by water jets as a functionof the flow rate and the size of the disturbance traveling on the jet surface is discussed byMckeogh and Ervine (1981) [6]. The resulting gas flow rate, Qg, was measured by trappingthe entrained gas bubbles under a gas-hood. The jet velocity at the nozzle exit, v0 variedbetween 0 m/s and 10 m/s for jet diameters of 6 mm, 9 mm, 14 mm and 25 mm. The jet lengthwas varied up to the value where the jet disintegrated. Qg increases with increasing Lj, v0and d0. The surface roughness of the jet, δ , was measured using high-speed photographyand was observed to be an important factor for entrainment which increases with Lj. Roughturbulent jets entrain more gas than smooth turbulent jets. It was found that
QgQl = 1.4
((
δr
)2 + 2(δr
)
− 0.1)0.6 . (2.16)
Where δ represents the amplitude of the jet surface disturbance and r the jet radius consid-ered at any point along the jet length. However, something remarkable for this particularstudy is that gas entrainment was also observed for Lj = 0m, meaning that, before impact-ing the liquid pool, the jet was not traveling through an ambient gas. Moreover, there wasno mention of an angle between the jet and the pool surface, whereas it is obvious from theschematic of the setup that the authors were dealing with oblique jets, which are knownto entrain more gas than vertical jets.
For vertical impinging jets Bin (1993) [20] proposed the following empirical expression
QgQl = 0.04Fr0.28j
( Ljd0
)0.4
. (2.17)
Equation 2.17 shows good agreement with experimental data of other scientists, given thatLj/d0 ≤100, l/d0 ≥10 and Fr0.28j (Lj/d0)0.4 ≥10. The correlation was valid for all regionsof entrainment. For short cylindrical nozzles, Qg/Ql was expected to be correspondinglysmaller for the same values of the main parameters (vj, Lj, d0).
On the other hand, Van de Donk (1981) [22] successfully correlated his experimental datafor long vertical jets of high diameters only as a function of jet diameter at the nozzle exitand jet length
QgQl = 0.09
( Ljd0
)0.65
. (2.18)
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Results given by correlation 2.18 have a standard deviation of 8 %, given that followingrange of parameters is respected: 2 m/s ≤ v0≤10 m/s, 2.5 ≤ Lj/d0 ≤100 and 10 mm ≤d0≤100 mm. Mainly conical nozzles were used in this work. The nozzles had a relativelyshort cylindrical section. The entrained gas was collected under an annular hood andcontinuously pumped out through measuring rotameters. Under the annular hood, a smallnegative pressure was maintained to facilitate the water rising to a certain level abovethe pool surface. In this way, the water level under the hood remained constant. Thereproducibility of the measurements was within 5% and within the limited accuracy resultingfrom attempts to correlate the complex phenomena in terms of simple equations.
The aforementioned work is based on an earlier study carried out by Van de Sande (1974)[17]. Van de Sande investigated oblique plunging jets. The nozzles used in his studyhad small diameters (up to 10 mm). It was differentiated between low velocity and highvelocity impinging jets. The utilized geometry permitted bubbles to rise into a separatecompartment of the tank, kept at a constant under-pressure. The gas was then pumpedout. A rotameter was used to measure the volume flow rate of the entrained gas.
For low velocity jets, a correlation of within 10% accuracy was derived based on the mea-sured data for vertical plunging water jets
Qg = 0.015(d2j v3j L0.5j )3/4 . (2.19)
Whereas for high velocity liquid jets the data fitted well the following correlation
Qg = πvjd2j4 (1.56× 10−2We1/3Re1/3 − 1) . (2.20)
El Hammoumi et al. (2002) [5] carried out experiments with jets delivered from circulartubes long enough to achieve a fully developed flow at the outlet. The diameters of thenozzles were between 5 mm and 11 mm with length to diameter ratios l/d0>50. The jetvelocity at the nozzle exit varied between 0.7 m/s and 2.25 m/s and jet lengths varied up to30 cm. The volume of entrained gas Qg was measured for four different liquids, includingwater. A correlation based on the measured values was inferred as
Qg = 3.85 · 10−5L0.885j d0.1930 v2.23j . (2.21)
For laminar jets, the scattering of the gas flow measurements was very small at a steadystream and much larger when the jet became turbulent. The gas flow rate ranged from0.5 cm3/s to 70 cm3/s. A much larger amount of gas was entrained under the impact of
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a fully turbulent plunging jet. As a complementary mechanism for entrainment, the jet-momentum-driven agitation of the pool was considered, which can promote larger amountsof gas entrapped along the subsequently corrugated free surface. The energy-containingeddies were found to play a key role in the gas entrapment process at the impinging point.The data showed positive correlation with the data of Van de Sande [17] for jet velocitiesin the range of 2.5 m/s.
A pure numerical analysis for the prediction of the volume of entrained gas was made byProsperetti and Oguz (1997) [23]. The phenomenon was numerically simplified in theirstudy, without compromising its physics. The volume of entrained gas was found to beproportional to Fr3/4 for circular jets and similar for planar impinging jets, proportional toFr2/3. It must be mentioned that the simulations start with the liquids already in contact, toavoid any difficulties. The authors concluded that the two-dimensional estimates proposedin their work should be confirmed by more precise three-dimensional calculations.
The entrainment rate variation according to the correlations found in literature is illustratedin Figures 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 in terms of jet diameter, length and velocity variation. Theparameters range is chosen in conformity with the boundary conditions stated for eachconsidered correlation. The entrainment rate variation with the jet velocity is illustrated forconstant values of the jet diameter and length according to four correlations with matchingparameters range, as mentioned previously . It is remarkable that the amount of entrainedgas increases with both the jet length and jet velocity. This trend is observed with allcorrelations, but one (2.18). However, uncommon is the variation of the entrainment ratewith the jet diameter: the amount of entrained gas decreases with increasing jet diameter.It is also noteworthy that relatively large differences are observed between the values ofthe entrainment rate. The best agreement for the considered common range of parametersis obtained for d0 = 6mm and Lj = 25 cm, Lj = 30 cm. Still, the values of the predictedgas entrainment rate remain very high for the considered range of jet velocities.
The differences between the results obtained based on the empirical and theoretical cor-relations found in related publications can be mainly explained on the basis of differentexperimental setups and the resolution used to investigate the phenomenon. As it will beshown at a later point in this work, gas entrainment is a phenomenon sensitive to changesin the geometrical properties of the experimental apparatus. The gas entrainment rate isa function of nozzle geometry, pool size, jet length, jet velocity and jet turbulence.
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Figure 2.4: Variation of the quantity of entrained gas with the jet length and velocity fora constant d0 = 6mm according to correlations from literature
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Figure 2.5: Variation of the quantity of entrained gas with the jet length and velocity fora constant d0 = 9mm according to correlations from literature
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Figure 2.6: Variation of the quantity of entrained gas with the jet length and velocity fora constant d0 = 10mm according to correlations from literature
2.5 Bubble size distribution and bubble velocities
The entrained gas is dispersed into bubbles by the jet momentum. Two different circulationregions are formed in the pool: a biphasic conical region comprising bubbles with diametersaround 1 mm [20] and a region surrounding the conical one characterized by larger bubbles
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rising towards the surface of the pool. Void fraction distributions are the key factorsfor determining parameters, like the two-phase density and the two-phase viscosity, forobtaining the relative average velocity of the two phases. They are also fundamentallyimportant for modeling, in matters like predicting flow pattern transitions, heat transfer andpressure drop. Hoque (2002) [24] made an attempt to measure void fraction distributionsunder plunging jets in seawater and freshwater. A single tip conductivity probe was used tomeasure the distribution of the bubbles inside the plume and the bubble count rate for threedistinct jet diameters. The results matched the diffusion equation under vertical plungingjets given by Chanson (1995) [25]. The maximum void fraction and the bubble count ratedecreases with increasing depth in the bubble plume. Nevertheless, no information is givenon the accuracy of the technique employed in the measurements.
There are also other measuring techniques which were utilized to characterize void fractiondistributions. Chanson and Manasseh (2003) [26], for example, analyzed a smooth waterjet of 25 mm diameter and velocity range between 0.3 m/s and 7 m/s using an acousticmeasuring technique. Underwater acoustics revealed three flow regimes and a bubble sizepopulation with a maximum probability around 1 mm in diameter. The acoustic techniquealso yielded relative data regarding the bubble size, for example spatial differences inbubble size in a complex, high-void fraction flow. The authors argue that the advantageof the acoustic measurement technique lies in the possibility of being employed to makeabsolute measurements in hostile industrial or environmental flows, where more delicateinstruments are most certainly impractical.
A detailed acoustic study of bubble size distribution under an impinging jet was carried outby Boyd and Varley (2004) [27]. The onset of gas bubble entrainment was detected fromthe occurrence of pulses in the acoustic time signal. Bubble size distributions were foundto be bimodal formed from small primary bubbles and larger secondary bubbles. The meanbubble diameter increases to a maximum with increasing flow rate and then decreases asturbulent break-up begins to dominate the bubble formation processes, for the range ofconsidered velocities, 1.3 m/s to 3.7 m/s. Bubble dispersion regimes were identified fromthe measured acoustic spectra. Different salt solutions were also used to demonstrate theeffects of coalescence suppression and viscosity on the average bubble size and bubblesize distribution. Turbulent break-up becomes dominant in the bubble formation processas coalescence is suppressed with an increase in salt concentration.
Bonetto and Lahey Jr. (1993) [28] used a fiber phase Doppler Anemometer (FPDA) sys-tem to measure the arrival and transit time of the bubbles, as well as their velocity andequivalent diameter. The FPDA receiving probe is a laser Doppler anemometer (LDA) thatcombines the compactness and low power consumption of laser diodes and avalanche pho-todiodes with the flexibility and possibility of miniaturization by using fiber-optic probes.
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This configuration yields a large measurable size range while maintaining a high resolu-tion and is especially suited for mobile applications. In their study, Bonetto and Lahey Jr.(1993) [28], differentiated between ”smooth” (Tu = 0.8%) and ”rough” jets (Tu = 3%). Theamount of entrained gas is a strong function of the jet length. With everything else held ata constant, the void fraction increases with the jet length because the larger the jet length,the larger the roughness of the jet when it impacts the liquid pool. The size distributionof the entrained gas bubbles was measured directly. It was found that for a smooth jet theentrained bubbles are very small. The FPDA system was especially well-suited for smallbubble size measurements in two-phase jets (Db ≈ 120 µm). Bubbles up to approximately1 mm diameter were measured. The FPDA system was not used to measure bubble diam-eters with the rough jet. In contrast, for a turbulent liquid jet, the entrained bubble sizesare around 2 mm diameter, and the slip ratio is close to the calculated values based on theterminal rising velocity of a single bubble. The void fraction is distributed symmetricallyaround the jet axis, with the maximum void fraction concentrated around the jet axis (0 mmto 5 mm).
Complementary to this study, new detailed FPDA data of the gas carry-under processassociated with an impinging cylindrical liquid jet was added by Lahey and Drew (1994)[29]. Measurements of the three-dimensional void fraction beneath the jet were performed.The characteristics observed for both smooth- and rough-jets were similar to the onesreported by Bonetto and Lahey Jr. (1993) [28].
Individual bubble sizes were also estimated from single photographs [9, 11, 30–33]. Ageneral agreement is found in related scientific publicaitons, that for gas-water systemsthe bubbles formed during entrainment have an average Sauter mean diameters d32 thatranged from 3 mm to 4 mm, independent of vj and d0.
Based on geometries used in previous studies [6, 28], Iguchi et al. (1998) [34] studied thecharacteristics of entrainment under plunging jets by means of laser Doppler velocimetry(LDV). Bubble dispersion patterns are classified into three types with respect to the jetlength, Lj. Small bubbles (Db≤1 mm) are generated for a small jet length value (Lj = 0.2 cm)and spread in the entire tank (Type 1). Relatively large bubbles (Db≤4 mm) are generatedfor a large value of the jet length (Lj = 1 cm) and they are located beneath the pipe exit(Type 3). The bubble dispersion patterns of Type 1 and Type 3 appear simultaneously foran intermediate Lj (Type 2).
For Type 1, the mean velocity and turbulence characteristics in the central part of thebubble dispersion region were approximated satisfactorily by empirical correlations origi-nally proposed for single-phase free jets, except near the bottom wall, for depths between30 cm and 39 cm. Consequently, small bubbles with diameters less than 1 mm hardly affectthe motion of water in the bubble dispersion region. This is caused by the small bubble
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Reynolds number (Reb ≤400). The wake of bubbles does not undergo turbulence transition.The maximum bubble diameter for Type 3 is approximately Db = 4 mm, and the maximumbubble Reynolds number was estimated to be Reb = 800. In this case, the axial meanvelocity component, Uy, and the turbulence components in the bubble dispersion regionare affected significantly by bubbles, except near the free surface (depths smaller than10 cm). This is associated with additional turbulence production in the wake of bubbles,as reported in previous studies for bubbling jets created by bottom gas injection.
2.6 Penetration depth
The entrained bubbles diffuse in the liquid pool to an indeterminate maximum depth. Sincethe lower limit of the bubble plume fluctuates continuously, the penetration depth, Hp,cannot be strictly defined. However, a time average can be calculated. Simple theoreticalconsiderations, based on the assumption that, at the maximum penetration depth the localliquid velocity in the submerged jet should be equal to the bubble free rising velocity atthe same point, lead to a direct linear relationship between Hp and the product betweend0 and v0 [16, 32]. Such an analysis, however, is complicated by the resulting buoyancyforces.
Empirical correlations were derived in some of the works concerning this phenomenon[6, 20, 22, 35]. McKeogh [6] found for rough turbulent jets a correlation based only on thejet velocity at the nozzle exit and the jet diameter
Hp = 2.6(v0d0)0.7. (2.22)
Equation 2.22 applies for jet diameters of 6 mm, 9 mm, 14 mm, 20 mm and 30 mm and jetvelocities ranging between 1 m/s and 7 m/s. The radial extent of the bubble plume wasfound to vary as a function of the penetration depth as well.
A similar correlation was found in the early study of Suciu and Smigelschi (1976) [32].Only axisymmetric vertical turbulent plunging jets were considered in their work. Thebubble plume that formed upon the impact of the liquid jet was observed to be conical andto contain bubbles ranging from 2 mm to 3 mm in diameter. The rising secondary bubblesdelimited a roughly cylindrical volume enclosing the conical one. The penetration depth ofthe bubble plume, Hp, and the diameter of the cone base dc were considered in defining thevolume occupied by the submerged biphasic region. On a theoretical basis, it was foundthat the penetration depth does not necessarily depend on the flow rate of the entrainedgas
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Hp = 12tan (α2 ) v0d0vb + H0. (2.23)
Where α represents the spreading angle of the bubble plume, vb the rising velocity of thegas bubbles and H0 the upper end of the bubble plume, where the entrained gas layeris not yet disintegrated to bubbles. However, considering the complexity and turbulenceof the phenomenon, the rising velocity of the bubbles, vb, is influenced by coalescencetaking place in the bubble plume, and thus by the volume of entrained gas. The volumeof entrained gas is, in turn, a function of the jet parameters: d0, v0 and also of the jetlength Lj. Experimentally, the penetration depth was observed to decrease with increasingjet length. The measurements were carried out for Lj/d0 ≥20. The limiting value of thepenetration depth, Hp, is well correlated by the following linear equation
Hp = 10v0d0. (2.24)
A mass transfer model for predicting the oxygen transfer from entrained bubbles under theimpact of an impinging water jet was developed in the work of Van de Sande and Smith(1975) [21]. The bubble plume was assumed to be saturated with oxygen. The oxygenexchange rate was assumed to be a function of the penetration depth of the bubble plumeand of the gas flow rate into the plume. The penetration depth was empirically correlatedwith the jet velocity and diameter at the point of impact and the amount of entrained gas.It was defined within 10 % by
Hp = 0.42v4/3j dj/Q1/4g . (2.25)
However, for the model to work properly, the void fraction had to be previously known ormeasured.
Clanet and Lasheras (1997) [36] predicted the penetration depth of a bubble plume createdby a circular water jet analytically, as well as empirically. Only the initial jet momentumand the non-monotonic nature of the bubble terminal velocities as a function of their sizewere taken into consideration. The proposed model was found to be in agreement withpenetration depth measurements performed over a broad range of jet diameters, velocitiesand impinging angles. Considering the terminal velocity of bubbles to be vbt = 22 cm/s,independent of the Morton number, the penetration depth of the bubble plume was foundto be dependent only on the angle between the jet and the free surface
Hpd0 = (1 + tan(α))cos(θ) + tan(α)sin(θ)2tan(α) cos(θ − α)cos(α) v0vbt . (2.26)
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Where α represents the spreading angle of the bubble plume and θ the angle betweenthe jet and the free surface. For vertical impinging jets and a terminal bubble velocityvbt = 22 cm/s, the penetration depth is approximated by Hp ≈ 10.25v0d0, similar to thecorrelation given in equation 2.24 [32].
Chanson and Cummings (1994) and Hahn et al. (2003) [37, 38] reported non-dimensionalcorrelations for the prediction of the penetration depth, as well. For vertical circular jets,these correlations were reduced to equations 2.27 and 2.28. The half of the spreadingangle of the plume, α , as well as the terminal velocity of the bubbles were taken intoconsideration
Hpd0 = 0.04 vjvbt
( 1tan(α)
)2(1− 12.5vbtvj tan(α) +
√1− 25vbtvj tan(α)
)
, (2.27)
Hpdj ≈ 12tan(α) vjvbt . (2.28)
In his review on gas entrainment by impinging liquid jets, Bin proposed a few correlationsfor estimating the penetration depth [20]. A general consideration of the other correlationsavailable in related articles led to
Hp = 2.1v0.775j d0.670 . (2.29)
Similar to equation 2.22. According to Ohkawa et al. (1986) [9], the effect of Lj on Hp issignificant only for short jet lengths. No influence of Lj on Hp was found for Lj ≥2 d0.
For both small and large jet diameters, van de Donk [22] fitted his measured data by
Hp = 2.4 (v0d0)0.66 . (2.30)
The measured data was fitted by equation 2.30 with a mean standard deviation of 8%.
The penetration depth of the bubble plume is quantified in related publications as a functionof d0, v0, Lj and Qg. Figure 2.7 shows the most relevant correlations and results obtainedin some of the above mentioned works. A clear trend can be noted: the penetration depthof the bubble plume increases with the jet impact velocity.
A detailed summary and classification of the various correlations introduced here is givenin a following chapter of these findings, together with new experimental data obtainedwithin the frame of the current investigation.
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Figure 2.7: Penetration depth variation with v0 and Lj according to correlations fromliterature.
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2.7 Conclusions
Chapter 2 contains a review of the most relevant studies regarding the topic of gas en-trainment under impinging liquid jets. The entrainment of gas by impinging liquid jets isa complex phenomenon, which explains the absence of a general model for predicting thegas entrainment rate, the penetration depth of the bubble plume, bubble size distributions,etc.
Various correlations regarding the inception conditions for gas entrainment are found inrelated publications. They are based on the variation of the liquid jet’s nozzle exit velocity,length, diameter, as well as surface tension and viscosity. However, these correlationstogether with the empirical considerations under which they were obtained are ratherdissimilar. Therefore, no general conclusion regarding the inception or occurrence of gasentrainment can be drawn from the articles. Chapter 3 deals with the parameters influencingthe inception and mechanisms of gas entrainment. In this work, these parameters are thenozzle exit velocity of the impinging jet and its surface turbulence. Experiments werecarried out with a perfectly smooth liquid jet which entrained no gas. The surface of the jetwas then disturbed with a thin needle, which created fine ripples and led to the generationof gas entrainment. It was also observed, via X-ray imaging techniques, that the meniscussurrounding the impinging jet at the impingement area is always present starting with theinception velocity of the jet and it is never fully closed.
In Chapter 3, similar to published observations, it will be shown that it can be distinguishedbetween low- and high-velocity jets. For low-velocity liquid jets, gas entrainment is theresult of the interaction between disturbances on the jet surface and the receiving pool,while for high-velocity liquid jets gas entrains within the surface of the jet and a boundarylayer is developed and carried below the water surface. The experimental observationsmade in Chapter 3 were used for the validation of CFD codes regarding the onset of gasentrainment, the form of the developed bubble plume and the gas entrainment rate.
In Chapter 4, the gas entrainment rate is examined. This is one of the most relevantparameters for the characterization of gas entrainment. As shown in Figures 2.4 to 2.6, fora constant range of parameters the correlations from related publications produce resultswhich are rather divergent. Two innovative measurement techniques are employed in thisstudy to quantify the gas entrainment rate. First, two wire-mesh sensors with an axialseparation between them are utilized to measure the quantity of gas entrained over time,as well as individual bubble sizes and velocities. The second technique, used to validate theresults obtained from the wire-mesh sensors, is the ultrafast electron beam x-ray computertomography. This is a novel non-intrusive measurement techniques developed over the pastfew years at HZDR. Results will show that only very small differences are found between
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the data given by the two experimental techniques. They appear mainly as a consequenceof their different characteristics: invasive versus noninvasive.
Correlations for predicting the penetration depth of the bubble plume are also specified inscientific articles. As it can be observed in Figure 2.7, the penetration depth values givenby the correlations from related literature follow a similar trend: the penetration depth ofthe bubble plume increases with the jet impact velocity. Please note, some discrepancieshave been observed. Chapter 5 shows relevant data regarding the penetration depth ofthe bubble plume acquired in the frame of the current work. It will be shown that, incontradiction to observations from related literature, the penetration depth does not havea constant value for a constant v0 while varying Lj. A very interesting characteristic hasalso been observed: the penetration depth is higher for rarefied plumes than in the caseof a high amount of entrained gas. This observation contradicts predictions from relatedpublications.
Liquid velocities developed in the near region of the bubble plume are treated in Chapter 6.These are important parameters for predicting the mixing characteristics of the two phases.The experimental results were used for the validation of new CFD models developed bya visiting scientist. Some quantitative differences were observed between experiment andsimulation. These can be attributed mainly to the boundary conditions used in the simu-lations.
Chapter 3
Gas entrainment inception and
mechanisms
3.1 Gas entrainment inception
3.1.1 Experimental apparatus
In this study, the onset of gas entrainment was studied empirically. Experiments with acircular water jet impinging into a quiescent pool of water were conducted for both tapand deionized water. The circular water jet was created from a pipe located at the bottomof a tank with acrylic walls fed by a centrifugal pump. A smooth steel pipe, 0.6 cm innerdiameter and 50 cm length, was used as a nozzle. The water was injected into the centerof the tank (30 × 30 × 50 cm3) and exited the nozzle with a velocity v0 ranging between0.8 m/s and 3.5 m/s and Reynolds numbers between 5380 and 20 553 The nozzle exitvelocity was calculated from the volumetric flow rate measured by means of a rotameter.The nozzle was mounted on aluminum profiles, supported on the walls of the tank, andwas movable on the vertical axis, enabling jet length variations between 1 cm and 20 cm.A diagram of the setup is depicted in Figure 3.1.
Imaging the interior of bubble plumes is difficult due to their opaque nature. Bubbly flowsusually occur in high void fractions and the gas-water mixture is opaque. The opticalradiation is strongly scattered at the bubble boundaries, making an investigation of theplume’s interior with external instruments almost impossible. However, during the inceptionof gas entrainment a low quantity of gas is entrained, making observations with a high-speed camera possible.
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High-speed imaging techniques have been applied for the observation of multiphase flowsfor quite some time. During the past few years high-speed cameras have greatly evolved,making it possible to film up to 250000 frames per second (fps). A necessary conditionfor the application of high-speed visualization techniques is for the flow to take place intransparent vessels or pipes. A certain exposure for the sensor of the high-speed camerais also an important aspect, so much that very bright light is usually needed for highframe rates. In this study, a high-speed camera (DRS Technologies) was used to recordsequences of the bubble plume. The filming rate varied between 200 fps and 2000 fps.Two LED arrays (2 × 134 W) were placed behind the tank to provide proper illuminationat the required filming rate.
LED arrays
Nozzle
High-speedcamera
Rotameter
Pump
Figure 3.1: Experimental setup schematic
Table 3.1 gives an overview of the experimental runs where gas entrainment was investi-gated. The nozzle exit velocity of the jet, v0, was varied by adjusting the flow rate being
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discharged by the pump. The jet velocity at the point of impact, vj, was obtained by apply-ing equation 2.5. The table also contains the Re and We numbers of the jet at the nozzleexit. The values were rounded off.
Table 3.1: Experimental test matrix for d0 = 6mm
Lj [cm] 1 2.5 5 7.5 10 12.5 15 17.5 20v0 [m/s] vj [m/s] Re We0.9 1.0 1.1 1.3 1.5 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.2 5380 751.0 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.7 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.2 5977 831.1 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.6 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.2 2.3 6575 921.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.7 1.8 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 7173 1001.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.3 2.4 7634 1061.4 1.4 1.5 1.7 1.8 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 8221 1141.5 1.5 1.6 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 8808 1231.6 1.6 1.7 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 9396 1311.7 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.2 2.3 2.1 2.5 2.6 9983 1391.8 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 10570 1471.9 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 11157 1552.0 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 11744 1642.1 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9 12332 1722.2 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9 2.9 12919 1802.5 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.7 2.8 2.9 3.0 3.1 3.2 14681 2042.6 2.6 2.7 2.7 2.8 2.9 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.2 15541 2163.0 - - 3.1 - 3.3 - 3.4 - 3.6 17932 2503.1 - - 3.2 - 3.4 - 3.5 - 3.6 18204 2533.4 - - 3.6 - 3.7 - 3.8 - 4.0 20553 286
3.1.2 Experimental observations
First video observations of the gas entrainment phenomenon were recorded in this studyin regard to its occurrence. Figure 3.2 shows the onset of gas entrainment at first impactbetween the impinging jet and the liquid pool.
In Figures 3.2.a to 3.2.d the formation of a gas meniscus around the jet at the impingingpoint can be observed. The pool surface curves downward as the meniscus is carried underthe surface of the water. The meniscus grows over time and moves towards the bottomof the tank (Figures 3.2.e to 3.2.g). As the meniscus moves forward, it stops growing andwater entrained by the jet begins to break through the bottom of the meniscus as shownin Figure 3.2.k.
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Figure 3.2: Sequence of events leading to gas entrainment at first impact between theimpinging jet and the free surface of the pool at a jet impact velocity of 2.3 m/s. Successiveframes taken at 0 ms (first contact), 9 ms, 12 ms, 14 ms, 20 ms, 27.5 ms, 35.5 ms, 38 ms,39 ms, 43 ms, 54 ms, 75 ms, 82.5 ms, 106 ms and 116 ms.
The initial void disintegrates into bubbles and begins to retract toward the free surface ofthe water pool (Figures 3.2.l to 3.2.n). Moreover, after a very short period of time (≈ 50 ms),the phenomenon of gas entrainment is fully instated and finer bubbles are being entrainedunder the impact of the jet. According to Soh et al. [39], water from the jet is found around
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the wall of the void and it does not mix with the water from the pool during the penetration,forming instead a layer around the void and separating it from the surrounding water. Thisspecific observation was made using dyed water for the jet.
During the first impact between the jet and the quiescent pool of water, gas is alwaysentrained and dissolved into the form of bubbles, regardless of the jet velocity. However, itwas observed that, if the jet velocity overcomes ve, gas continues to be entrained into thepool. If ve is higher than the jet velocity, no new bubbles are entrained. The first entrainedbubbles remain trapped under the free surface for a short period of time (≈ between 2 sand 5 s, depending on the depth they reach), after which they overcome the jet momentumand rise towards the pool surface.
Throughout the experimental runs conducted in this study, inception was observed takingplace for vj = 1.2 m/s. The value of ve = 1.2 m/s is valid for two distinct nozzle diametersof 0.6 cm and 1.6 cm (tested in a different experimental setup, presented in Chapter 4),respectively. This is in contradiction with some of the hypotheses and findings presentedin related publications. When compared to the current findings, equation 2.15 overestimatesthe inception of gas entrainment.
The Wej numbers for inception corresponding to the investigated parameters are Wej ≈110 and Wej ≈ 290 for d0 = 0.6 cm and d0 = 1.6 cm, respectively. Considering the Weberand Reynolds numbers for the chosen parameters, the inception of gas entrainment in thisstudy can be summarized as
Wej = 0.0143 · Re0.9975j . (3.1)
Wej and Rej represent the Weber and Reynolds numbers at the impact point between theimpinging jet and the surface of the pool. This is similar to the correlation given by Fetisov[12] for turbulent jets summarized in equation equation 2.14.
3.2 Mechanisms of gas entrainment
Various mechanisms of gas entrainment are discussed in related scientific publications(see Section 2.3). Two different entrainment mechanisms govern the occurrence of gasentrainment over the entire test matrix in this work. These mechanisms were observed bymeans of high-speed imaging. It must be emphasized that the images taken in this studyare the first digital pictures to capture the entrainment mechanisms to be presented inscientific publications.
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3.2.1 First mechanism of entrainment
The first entrainment mechanism is valid for vj < 2 m/s. It occurs because of disturbancestraveling along the jet surface and the incapability of the water pool to follow these distur-bances [30]. The jet surface disturbances are generated by inertial forces and turbulence.The entrainment caused by this type of jet behavior is pulsating. Gas pockets and individ-ual bubbles are being entrained each time a wave on the jet surface impacts the receivingpool. The pockets are dragged downward and broken into smaller bubbles by the turbulentforces. Due to the energy dissipation in the plume, some of the bubbles start coalescingand escape from the bubble plume, moving first sideways and then upwards, as also de-scribed in [22]. A recirculation zone is created around the bubble plume by the upwardmoving bubbles. The liquid surface surrounding the jet becomes bubbly and foamy as aresult of the rising bubbles. Both the waves on the surface of the jet as well as the ones onthe pool surface play a crucial role in the appearance and development of gas entrainment.
Figure 3.3: Entrainment mechanism for v0 = 1.7 m/s and Re = 9983
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Figure 3.4: Schematics of the first entrainment mechanism
Figure 3.3 shows the entrainment process caused by such a jet surface disturbance. Thefirst picture was taken at t = 0ms (before waves intersect), whereas the following two arerepresentative for the contact and immediately after the contact between the waves on thejet surface and the ones present on the free surface in the tank, respectively (t = 5.6 msand t = 12.5 ms). Figure 3.4 shows the schematic of the first mechanism of entrainment.
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To accentuate the importance of jet surface waves to the entrainment process, a uniqueexperiment was performed. A visual of the experiment is shown in Figure 3.5. The jetvelocity was chosen in such a manner, that no gas was entrained, i.e. vj < ve. The jet wasrelatively smooth with no- or very small disturbances traveling along its surface (Figure3.5.a). A thin needle of approximately 1 mm diameter was used to mechanically disturb thesurface of the jet and induce waves during the flow. Figure 3.5.b shows that as soon asthe surface of the jet becomes rippled, bubbles start appearing under the free surface ofthe pool.
a b c d
Figure 3.5: Jet disturbance with a thin needle.
The nature of the disturbance plays a key role in the entrainment caused in this manner.During a superficial disturbance, only a small amount of bubbles is carried under, as can beseen in Figure 3.5.b. If the needle pierces deeper into the jet surface and the disturbancelasts a longer period of time, the amount of entrained bubbles was observed to increase(Figure 3.5.c). The size of the entrained bubbles varies with the nature of the disturbance.For a shallow penetration depth of the needle, bubble diameters are in µm range. Withan increase in the penetration depth of the needle, bigger bubbles are being entrained asa result of a larger disturbance caused to the jet surface. Also, the bubble size increaseswith the amount of entrained air, due to coalescence in the lower region of the formedbubble plume. When the bubble size is big enough, bubbles overcome the jet momentumand escape the bubble plume sideways towards the free surface. When the disturbance ofthe jet is interrupted, no new bubbles are generated, as exemplified in Figure 3.5.d.
Additionally, the surface roughness of the impinging jet was observed to vary as a functionof the jet length, as well as of the nozzle exit velocity. Figure 3.6 shows close rangepictures of the jet surface roughness variation with increasing jet length and nozzle exitvelocity.
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Lj = 2.5 cm Lj = 5 cm Lj = 25 cm
v 0=
1.2m
/s
a. vj = 1.4 m/s; Frj = 5.1 b. vj = 1.5 m/s; Frj = 5.3 c. vj = 2.5 m/s; Frj = 7.8
v 0=
2m/s
d. vj = 2.1 m/s; Frj = 6 e. vj = 2.2 m/s; Frj = 6.3 f. vj = 3m/s; Frj = 7.9
v 0=
3m/s
g. vj = 3m/s; Frj = 7.1 h. vj = 3.1 m/s; Frj = 7.3 i. vj = 3.4 m/s; Frj = 7.8
Figure 3.6: Jet surface roughness exemplification
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Analyzing Figure 3.6, it can be observed that by increasing the nozzle exit velocity fora constant jet length, when the relative velocity between the impinging jet and the sur-rounding gas is large enough, waves appear on the jet surface due to the interfacial shearstress (Figure 3.6 - along vertical lines). The surface of the jet becomes rippled and bumpy.Visual observations confirm the increase of the amount of entrained gas with the increaseof jet surface roughness, also referred to as ”jet turbulence”. However, if the evolutionof the jet turbulence is considered for constant v0 (Figure 3.6 - along horizontal lines),it can be observed that with increasing jet length, due to the viscous energy dissipation,the jet surface disturbances are damped. The waves on the jet surface are stretched withincreasing jet length, until they take the form of very small ripples.
The explanation of instabilities lies in the existence of tiny perturbations in the flow.According to Rayleigh’s instability theory, if perturbations are resolved into sinusoidalcomponents, some components grow in time while others decay. Among the componentsthat grow with time, it is possible to find components that grow at faster rates than others.However, whether a component decays or grows, and how fast it grows, is entirely a functionof its wave number and the radius of the original cylindrical flow. It is also expected thatthe component whose growth rate is maximum would come to dominate and eventually bethe one that pinches the jet into drops.
The surface roughness of the jet can be quantified by determining the wave amplitude,wavelength and frequency corresponding to distinct experimental conditions. The profileof the jet can be extracted using simple image processing tools available in the Image
Processing Toolbox provided by Matlab. For low nozzle exit velocities and high Lj (seeFigure 3.6.c) the disturbances present on the surface of the jet are in the form of largebulges. This represents one of the extreme characteristics noted prior to reaching jetbreak-up length. The jet is stretched under the weight of the irregularities and thinned toa diameter of approximately half of its initial size. The waves have an average wavelengthof ≈ 20 mm and a frequency of 10 Hz. The amplitude of the waves represents approximately65% of the jet stretched diameter, with an average of ca. 1.75 mm. An equation to relatethe shape of the surface to the size of the disturbance is the Young-Laplace equation
∆p = σ · ( 1R1 + 1R2
)
. (3.2)
The equation describes the pressure difference ∆p sustained across the interface betweenthe two fluids due to the phenomenon of surface tension σ . Figure 3.7.b shows that at thetrough of the wave, the radius of the jet is smaller. According to the Young-Laplace equation,the pressure due to surface tension is increased. Similarly, at the peak, the radius of thejet is bigger and, by the same reasoning, the pressure due to surface tension is reduced. It
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was, therefore, expected that the higher pressure in the trough would squeeze liquid intothe lower pressure region in the peak, leading to a growth of the wave’s amplitude in time.But the Young-Laplace equation is influenced by two separate radius components: one isthe radius of the jet itself and the other is the radius of curvature of the wave. Figures 3.7.aand 3.7.b show the curvatures of the disturbances at peaks and troughs. It is noticeablethat the radius of curvature at the through is negative. According to Young-Laplace, itleads to a decrease in the pressure in the trough. Similarly, the radius of curvature atthe peak is positive and increases the pressure in that region. These two effects do notbalance out and one of them will have greater magnitude than the other, depending uponwave number and the initial radius of the jet.
The only unstable components, i.e. components that grow over time, are those for whichthe product of the wave number with the initial radius of the flow is less than unity. In thisstudy, wavelengths vary between 1 mm and 20 mm. In the case of low velocities and largejet lengths, the curvature of the troughs of the waves is nearly ten times bigger than the jetradius. However, for high jet velocities and medium jet lengths, the surface disturbanceshave small curvatures and high frequencies. And, up to the highest investigated jet lengthLj = 25 cm, jet break-up does not occur.
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Figure 3.7: Jet surface disturbance with fitted circle corresponding to Figure 3.6.c (a) and3.6.i (b)
Another important characteristic, distinguished during the experiments with induced arti-ficial disturbance at the jet surface, regards the lift force and its effect on the entrainedbubbles. The lift force and its effect on bubble movement in shear flows was studied byTomiyama et al. [40]. Small bubbles with diameters between 1 mm and 5 mm were observedto move towards the pipe wall in upward flows, while larger bubbles concentrated in the
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center of the pipe. Factors like the magnitude of liquid turbulence and bubble residencetime were found to play an important role in the movement of bubbles.
Similarly, in bubble plumes formed under the impact of impinging jets, two regions canbe distinguished. The first region is dense and consists of smaller bubbles located in thecenter of the plume. They move downwards under the impulse of the jet and remain trappedinside the plume, for as long as their rising velocity does not rise above the velocity ofthe jet. There, they coalesce and form larger bubbles, which create the second region ofthe plume and encompass the first region of smaller bubbles. It was observed that, bythe action of the lift force, smaller bubbles are attracted towards the jet centerline, whilelarger bubbles escape the plume sideways, moving upwards towards the free surface of thetank. Bubbles oscillate in their movement, as well as in their shape. In accordance withobservations made by Clift et al. [10], it was noticed here that for bubbles larger than 2 mmdiameter, trajectory oscillations are negligible, while shape oscillations are very complex.With increasing bubble size, shape oscillations turn form simple harmonics to multi-modal.Therefore, it is appropriate to infer that the lift force influences the movement and shapeoscillations of individual bubbles and, as a consequence, the shape of the bubble plume.
3.2.2 Second mechanism of entrainment
The second entrainment mechanism is encountered for vj ≥ 2 m/s. An example for a nozzleexit velocity v0 = 2 m/s is shown in Figure 3.8. The schematic of the second entrainmentmechanism is illustrated in Figure 3.9.
Figure 3.8: Entrainment mechanism for v0 = 2m/s and Re = 11745
For high velocity jets, gas friction controls the surface roughness of the jet. Gas entrainswithin the jet and a boundary layer is developed and carried below the water surface. Asmall depression, also referred to as ”induction trumpet”, is formed on the liquid surfacesurrounding the jet at the impact point, as also observed in [41, 42]. The induction trumpetbehaves as a ventilated cavity. Its length varies considerably over time and air pockets areentrained at its lower end.
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Figure 3.9: Schematics of the second entrainment mechanism
For a comprehensive investigation of the induction trumpet, ultrafast electron beam x-raycomputed tomography was employed as measuring technique. The technique consists of anelectron beam being focused on a circular target and at the same time being periodicallydeflected with high frequency. In this manner, an x-ray source rotating around the object isgenerated. The source irradiates the object from different viewing angles. A detector ringmeasures the radiation passing the object at high frequency. In this way, cross-sectionalimages of the density distribution within the object are reconstructed. The technique wasdeveloped at HZDR and is described in detail in [43].
The experiments were carried out in a 90 mm diameter Plexiglas pipe filled with water. Ajet with a 16 mm diameter was injected into the middle of the cross-section. The jet velocityat the nozzle exit varied between 1 m/s and 3 m/s, while the jet length was kept constant(Lj = 10 cm). Corresponding Reynolds numbers at the nozzle exit varied between 15939and 47818. Tomographic imaging was performed at 150 kV acceleration voltage, 13 mAbeam current and with a frame rate of 1 kHz. The cross-section of the pipe was scannedover a depth of 30 mm from the water surface with vertical steps of about 3 mm. Each levelwas scanned for 5 s. Figure 3.10 shows an image of the experimental setup - pipe mountedbetween detectors.
Cross-sectional images of the density distribution within the pipe were reconstructed. Itwas observed that, as soon as the jet velocity at the impact point reaches the value of2 m/s, a meniscus forms around the boundary of the jet. Figure 3.11 depicts an exampleof the reconstructed cross-section. The pictures show the cross section of the pipe in theimmediate region of the free surface. The two fluid phases are represented here as blackpixels for water, while the white pixels represent the entrained gas. It is noticeable that themeniscus has an annular shape. It is also remarkable that the form of the meniscus variesstrongly in time. The meniscus was usually observed to be incomplete. It was observedthat the meniscus extends over variable depths of up to 10 mm under the free surface.
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Figure 3.10: Experimental apparatus for induction trumpet detection
t = 3.5 ms t = 25ms t = 49.5 ms t = 95 ms t = 121 ms
Figure 3.11: Meniscus surrounding the jet at v0 = 1.5 m/s and Lj = 10 cm
A thorough analysis of the meniscus surrounding the jet at the impinging point was carriedout. For this purpose Matlab routines were developed for the characterization of eachindividual recorded image. As can be seen in Figure 3.11, the central area of the recordedimages corresponds to the impinging jet and is always represented by black pixels, repre-senting water. Therefore, this area was set as a constant for the analysis. It can also beobserved that the meniscus extends over a radius of a few millimeter surrounding the im-pingement area. In the developed Matlab routines, a search for interconnecting white pixelsover a fixed annular region surrounding the impingement area was carried out. Variousradii were taken into consideration for the analysis.
The analysis calculates to what degree the considered area is filled with white connectingpixels, representing the gaseous phase, and for which amount of time. For this purpose,the recorded images are first filtered and binarized to enhance their contrast. A detaileddescription of the applied image processing methods is given in Section 5.2.1. It was noticedduring the analysis that a complete meniscus, with 100% completion of the consideredannular region, almost never takes place. Its form is incomplete for most of the analysis.
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The surface roughness of the impinging jet plays an important role in this phenomenon. Itis presumed here that the incomplete form of the meniscus surrounding the impinging jetis due to waves present on the jet surface. When larger waves are traveling on the surfaceof the impinging jet, large bulges of water are being entrained, thus disturbing the form ofthe induction trumpet.
Figure 3.12 shows an example of a compiled data set for an annular region situated betweenthe outer edge of the impinging jet and an outer radius of approximately 35 mm, measuredfrom the center of the pipe. It can be noted that the meniscus is never fully closed. Forcomparison, Figure 3.13 shows the variation of the meniscus and its closing characteristicover more than one considered ring-shaped domains, at a depth of approximately 3 mmdeeper than the data considered in Figure 3.12. One will notice that the meniscus shapeis closer to closing in the immediate vicinity of the jet. Also, the amount of entrained gasappears to be increasing with the depth beneath the free surface. Even so, no constantfrequency or periodicity can be determined from these measurements.
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Figure 3.12: Gas content variation inside a defined ring surrounding the jet at the im-pinging point for v0 = 2m/s
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Figure 3.13: Gas content variation over various annular regions surrounding the jet atthe impinging point for v0 = 2m/s
The quantity of entrained gas is expected to increase with increasing velocity of the imping-ing jet. This would mean a higher quantity of entrained gas in the meniscus surroundingthe jet at the point of impact. Figure 3.14 shows an example for a jet velocity of 3 m/s.It can be observed that the meniscus characteristic is similar to the one shown in Figure3.12. The peaks calculated for v0 = 3 m/s occur at higher concentrations and are morefrequent. Even so, the average concentration inside the meniscus region is around 40%.
One possible source of measurement distortion lies in the spatial quality of the recordeddata. Each recorded image has been processed separately and its contrast characteris-tics have been improved. If we were to consider a raw image, averaged over an entiremeasurement sequence, it would be noticeable that there are some imaging effects thatinfluence the quality of the data, as shown in Figure 3.15. These effects are introduced bythe measuring equipment and cannot be filtered without affecting the data itself. Becauseof this, it is important to consider that the analysis and interpretation of the degree ofmeniscus completion might be influenced and distorted by the measuring technique itself.
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Figure 3.14: Gas content variation over various annular regions surrounding the jet atthe impinging point for v0 = 3m/s
Figure 3.15: Average image of the recorded raw data for v0 = 2m/s
3.3 Regimes of gas entrainment
During the experimental runs it was noted that under different inflow conditions gas en-trainment has distinct characteristics. Visual observations confirmed an increase in theamount of entrained gas with the jet velocity. An example of the bubble plume formed un-der various jet impact velocities is shown in Figure 3.16. Reynolds numbers varied between11396 and 23720.
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Figure 3.16: Bubble plume development under different jet impact velocities.
Similar to the regimes described in Section 2.3, three different entrainment regimes wereobserved in this study. The first regime is the ”no entrainment” regime and it takes placefor low velocity jets. During this regime, bubbles are entrained only at the first impactbetween the jet and the receiving pool. After the bubbles escape the jet and rise towardthe free surface, no new bubbles are generated, even though the jet was fully turbulentat the nozzle exit (Re ≥ 5380). The second entrainment regime is the ”intermediateentrainment” regime. This regime is characteristic for the first entrainment mechanism fora jet velocity range between 1.2 m/s to 1.5 m/s. In this case, larger gas pockets and smallswarms of bubbles are being entrained. The entrainment phenomenon pulsates and theplume formed as a result is rather scattered. As soon as v0 ≥ 1.5 m/s (Re ≥ 8808) the”continuous entrainment” regime is established. In this case dense bubble plumes formunder the impact of the jet. The regime is characteristic mostly for the second entrainmentmechanism. The distribution of the entrainment regimes as a function of the jet impactvelocity and jet length is shown in Figure 3.17.
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Figure 3.17: Entrainment regimes distribution as a function of vj and Lj
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It is noticeable that for constant vj, up to 2 m/s, all three entrainment regimes are encoun-tered when Lj is varied. This denotes that the inception process is dominated by inertialand gravitational effects. This idea is supported by the relatively large Weber numbers(varying from 80 to 286) and Reynolds numbers (ranging between 5970 and 20320). En-trainment first occurs around Fr ≈ 3.5 for low nozzle exit velocities and high jet lengths.The average Froude number at the boundary between the first two entrainment regimes is4.3 with a standard deviation of 0.5, whereas for an average Froude number of 5.8 with astandard deviation of 1 intermediate entrainment occurs most often.
3.4 Application of experimental results to validate CFD simula-
tions
3.4.1 General considerations and boundary conditions
The difficulty of simulating impinging jets arises from the fact that these simultaneouslyshow both segregated and dispersed flow structures, as well as transitions between them. Inrelated publications, attempts to simulate the gas entrainment process through a monodis-persed gas phase were made, while neglecting the influence of different bubble sizes [44–47]. However, the different sizes of bubbles produced by an impinging jet are a significantparameter for the gas-water mass transfer, influencing also the bubbles terminal veloci-ties and the length of the entrained bubble plume [36]. To deal with the complexity ofthese phenomena, a new CFD strategy of a generalized two-phase flow (GENTOP) wasdeveloped by Hänsch et al. (2011) [48].
The GENTOP concept combines a three-field two-fluid simulation with the recently de-veloped inhomogeneous Multiple Size Group (MUSIG) approach described in detail byKrepper et al. (2008) [49]. The small scale entrained gas is modeled in the MUSIGframework, while the GENTOP concept additionally includes a continuous gas phase torepresent the largest gas structures for which gas-liquid interfaces are resolved.
Within GENTOP, the flow is represented by a liquid phase, l, a polydispersed gas phasecontaining different bubble size groups, dg, and a continuous gas phase, cg. By includingthe dispersed gas phase into the MUSIG model, transfers between different bubble sizegroups due to bubble coalescence and breakup are taken into account.
In the MUSIG model, the dispersed gaseous phase is divided into a number of N gasphases, each characterized by its own velocity field. This enables a dependency of themomentum exchange on the bubble size, with great importance on the drag and non-dragforces. The overall bubble size distribution is divided into a number of subsize fractions
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assigned to the different velocity fields [50]. An occupation number gives the contributionof each size group to the total gas fraction. Bubble coalescence and breakup between thedifferent bubble size groups and gas phases are considered by applying the populationbalance model.
So, the basic idea of GENTOP is an enhancement of the MUSIG model by adding acontinuous gas phase. This is supposed to be the last velocity group included in theMUSIG model, containing only one subsize fraction representing all gas structures thatexceed a maximum value of the equivalent spherical diameter defined as ddg,max.
The localization of the gas-liquid interface is necessary for modeling the continuous gasphase within the MUSIG model. The interface is detected by a free surface function,comparing the volume fraction gradient of the continuous gas with a threshold value. Thenew GENTOP concept works with an additional interfacial force acting only betweenthe liquid and the continuous gas. It is directed in opposition to the liquid volume fractiongradient and counteracts the usual smearing of volume fraction, when modeling an Euleriantwo-phase flow [50].
For the interfacial transfers, a transition from the dispersed into a continuous morphologyis necessary. This was achieved by detection of the local morphology and a correspondingswitch between closure models using basic ideas of the Algebraic Interfacial Area Density(AIAD) model [51]. New generalized formulations for interfacial area density and drag areintroduced for the continuous gas phase considering free surfaces. The morphology of thegaseous phase is changed only when a critical volume fraction is reached. Also, a freesurface and a droplet region are included into the continuous morphology of the gas phase,enabling the occurrence of drops inside the continuous gas phase. Consequently, threedifferent drag coefficients are applied in the model, corresponding to the continuous gasphase, the free surface and the droplet region. This leads to three different formulationsfor the area density.
Coalescence is replaced by a complete gaseous mass transfer to the continuous gas phase,when a critical gas fraction is reached. At that moment, the entire dispersed gas fractionfound in the cell is turned into continuous gas phase, reflecting the fact that small bubblescan not be located at the same position as a large amount of continuous gas.
All mathematical formulations and utilized coefficients are given in detail in [50].
3.4.2 Simulation
The simulations were carried out by S. Hänsch and first results were obtained using theCFD code CFX 13.0 [48]. The impinging jet configuration was set up according to the
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geometry used for experiments. A test case with a nozzle exit velocity v0 = 1.7 m/s, a jetlength Lj = 10 cm and a jet diameter d0 = 16 mm was reproduced. To save computationaltime, only a two-dimensional slice of the liquid bath was modeled. A two-dimensionalrectangular uniform grid consisting of 37750 elements was used (∆x = ∆y = ∆z = 2 mm).Figure 3.18.a shows the boundary conditions used to describe the flow field.
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Figure 3.18: Computational domain with boundary conditions (a) and gas holdup overtime (b)
During simulations, all gas structures larger than an equivalent spherical bubble diameter(d32 = 8 mm) were represented by the continuous gas phase cg. The fluid properties wereset according to the physical values of water and air at 25 ◦C.
The simulations were run until the solution reached quasi-steady state verified by a con-stant gas holdup as shown in Figure 3.18.b.
3.4.3 Results
First, qualitative comparisons between simulation and experimental results regard the oc-currence of gas entrainment during the first seconds after jet impact. These are presentedin Figure 3.19.
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∆te = 33ms ∆ts = 155ms
∆te = 40ms ∆ts = 205ms
∆te = 71ms ∆ts = 275msFigure 3.19: Qualitative comparison of experimental data with void fraction fields cg anddg before and after pinch-off; ∆t represents the time after the first contact between jet andfree surface, where e and s stand for experiment and simulation, respectively
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It can be noted that, in accordance with experimental observations, simulations capturedboth continuous as well as dispersed gas structures. In conformity with previous expla-nations (see Section 3.2.2), during simulations a characteristic gas meniscus surroundingthe jet at the impact point was formed by cg. However, different physical timescales wereobtained for the occurrence of entrainment. The delay registered in the simulations isattributed to the use of a two-dimensional grid for a three-dimensional process. Simula-tion results also show, in agreement with experimental observations, that once the largeentrained bubbles formed by cg coalesce with the surface, only small bubbles formed bydg are entrained.
Quasi-steady state was reached after 3 s. The plume developed during the 3 s shows atypical form as shown in Figure 3.20.a. The developed bubble size distribution presentedin Figure 3.20.b clearly shows the presence of smaller bubbles in the center of the plume,directly underneath the induction trumpet, with bigger bubbles surrounding them whilesimultaneously rising upwards. This is in agreement with experimental observations andalso verifies the correct effect of coalescence and breakup models inside the bubble plumeand an associated bubble separation attributed to MUSIG modeling.
a b
Figure 3.20: Quasi-steady void fraction fields (a) and contours of the bubble size distri-bution for the Sauter mean diameter (b)
Quantitative results obtained from these simulations regard the gas entrainment rate,Qg/Ql. This was determined directly underneath the continuous gas meniscus by cal-culating the area integral over the downward flux of the dispersed gas phase. The resultsare presented in Table 3.3 together with results obtained in the experiments, as well asresults given by correlations from literature. However, it was observed that during sim-ulations, because of the quantity of entrained gas, the water level in the tank increased,shortening thus the jet length from Lj = 10 cm to Lj = 6.5 cm. Former results proved that the
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entrainment rate can be adjusted by changing the breakup efficiency or by implementingdifferent breakup models, respectively [48].
Table 3.3: Entrainment rate results from simulation compared against experiments andliterature
Method Comments ReSimulation Qdg/Ql 0.170
Eq. 2.18 QaQl = 0.09 · ( Ljd0)0.65 0.224
Eq. 2.17 QaQl = 0.04 · Fr0.28j · ( Ljd0)0.4 0.175
Experiment WMS 0.048Experiment Ultrafast X-ray 0.055
The GENTOP concept properly reproduces the basic gas entrainment mechanisms, in ac-cordance with experimental observations and literature. The breakup of a continuous gasphase and the appearance of a polydispersed gas phase was successfully simulated. Acharacteristic bubble plume with appropriate bubble size distributions was formed by thepolydispersed gas as a result of bubble separation described by the MUSIG model. Typicalshapes of continuous gas structures were simultaneously captured, giving a detailed insightinto the gas entrainment process. In this way, a foundation for future work regarding theinvestigation of appropriate breakup models for generalized flow situations is realized .
3.5 Conclusions
Chapter 3 gives a report on the occurrence and regimes of gas entrainment. Experimentalinvestigations were carried out for two different jet diameters, d0 = 0.6 cm and d0 = 1.6 cm,and various combinations of different jet lengths and nozzle exit velocities using differentexperimental techniques.
Over the past decades, the inception of gas entrainment under impinging liquid jets wasstudied. Due to the multitude of physical properties of the employed fluids, as well asto the extensive number of different experimental techniques, no clear conclusion could bedrawn. In this work, it was observed that gas entrainment first occurs for
ve = 1.2 m/s ,
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irrespective of the jet diameter and length, for the tested cases. This is in contradictionwith previous observations presented in related publications.
The gas entrainment occurrence can generally be described using one empirical correlationfor both laminar and turbulent plunging liquid jets of diameters of 0.6 cm and 1.6 cm
Wej = 0.0143 · Re0.9975j .
This finding is in agreement with one related publication [12], with a minor correction.However, as opposed to the empirical correlation found here, in the mentioned publicationthe correlation stands to describe gas entrainment only under turbulent plunging jets.Also, the empirical correlation found here disproves with equation 2.15, which is regardedin related literature as indisputably valid.
Two physical mechanisms are responsible for the occurrence of gas entrainment. For lowvelocity liquid jets, the surface of the jet becomes rippled, due to turbulence present at thenozzle and as a result of the inertial forces. Gas is entrained due to the incapability ofthe pool surface to follow the undulations developed on the jet. The surface roughness ofthe jet was studied in detail. With increasing jet velocity, the surface of the jet becomesrougher, as a result of the interfacial shear stress. The undulations on the jet surface aredamped and stretched with an increase of the jet length. Simple experiments involvinga low velocity smooth jet also proved that jet surface roughness plays a critical role inthe occurrence of gas entrainment. The jet velocity was below 1.2 m/s, so that no gasentrainment took place. The surface of the jet was disturbed with a very thin needle,creating ripples on the jet surface. As soon as the disturbance occurred, gas entrainmenttook place. It was also noticed that the size and duration of the jet surface disturbanceis proportional with the bubble size and count: short superficial disturbances lead to alow number of small bubbles, while a deep longer disturbance leads to a higher number ofentrained bubbles of higher diameter.
The second mechanism of entrainment is encountered for high jet velocities. A gas meniscusforms around the jet at the impinging point and gas continues to break through it. A novelmeasurement technique was utilized here to take a closer look at the induction trumpet.Using ultrafast X-ray imaging it was possible to capture the gas meniscus formed aroundthe jet at the point of impact. Experiments were carried out for various jet velocities and atvarious depths below the free surface. An image sequence was recorded for each condition.The images were then analyzed with Image Processing techniques. It was observed that theinduction trumpet does not have a complete annular form during impingement. Its form iscomplete only to a degree of approximately 50% in average. It can be assumed here that thedistortions in the form and characteristics of the induction trumpet are due to a combination
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of the jet surface roughness and the induction trumpet itself. So far, there is no mentionin related publications of such evidence. Nevertheless, it must be mentioned here that thespatial resolution of the recorded data plays an essential role in the interpretation of theresults. It should be noted that image distortions might be introduced via the measuringtechnique itself.
During experiments three different regimes of entrainment were noted. These entrainmentregimes are primarily dependent on the jet velocity and length. Consequently, the bubbleplumes formed under these different entrainment regimes present different characteristicregarding their density, penetration depth and bubble size.
Subsequently, the observations and results obtained in this section of the work were usedfor the validation of a new CFD strategy of a generalized two-phase flow (GENTOP),developed and carried out by Hänsch et al. (2011) [48]. The GENTOP concept combines athree-field two-fluid simulation with the recently developed inhomogeneous Multiple SizeGroup (MUSIG) approach described in detail by Krepper et al. (2008) [49]. In accordancewith experimental observations, simulations captured both continuous and dispersed gasstructures. In conformity with previous explanations, during simulations a characteristicgas meniscus surrounding the jet at the impact point was formed. However, a delay wasregistered in the simulations for the occurrence of entrainment. It can be attributed to theuse of a two-dimensional grid for a three-dimensional process. Simulation results alsoshow, in agreement with experimental observations, that once the large entrained bubblescoalesce with the bath surface, only small bubbles are entrained.
The plume developed during the simulations shows a typical form as shown in Figure 3.20.a,in accordance with experimental observations. The developed bubble size distribution is inagreement with experimental observations and also verifies the correct effect of coalescenceand breakup models inside the bubble plume and an associated bubble separation.
Chapter 4
The gas entrainment rate
4.1 Overview
In the previous chapter, a qualitative insight is gained into the factors which control theamount of entrained gas. Understanding the physics behind two-phase flows and mixturesis essential for any kind of modeling. It has been found that in two-phase flows the inter-facial area strongly influences the mass, momentum and energy transfer between phases.Therefore, the temporal and spatial distribution of the void fraction, as well as its velocityand shape must be assessed.
This chapter is comprised of experimental results regarding the local data of void fraction,bubble velocities and gas entrainment rate. These were obtained from measurements per-formed using a system based on two wire-mesh sensors (WMSs) mounted on a flange, witha variable axial distance between them.
The measurement of void fraction characteristics under impinging jets using wire-mesh sen-sors in this configuration is innovative. This chapter gives a thorough account of void frac-tion distributions, bubble velocities and the resultant gas entrainment rate. In this respect,two distinct experiments were conducted using the same geometric scale for two differentjet lengths. Because temperature sensitivity influences the coalescence rate and break-upfrequency of bubbles by the effect of the surface tension, all measurements were performedat a nearly constant temperature of 23◦C. The experiments provide a high-resolutiondatabase for gas entrainment under impinging jets of 1.6 cm diameter. All entrainmentregimes, as described in Section 3.3, were included in the experimental conditions. Thedata obtained with this experimental configuration described in detail below is unique. Itcan be used for development and validation of models for gas entrainment under impingingjets due to the clear trends observed in the flow characteristics.
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To validate the results obtained from the wire-mesh sensors measurements, an innovativemeasuring technique was employed. The technique is called dual-plane ultrafast x-raycomputed tomography. This experimental technique and the gathered data are describedin detail in Subsection 4.3.5.
4.2 Instrumentation and experimental matrix
Wire-mesh sensors are flow imaging devices which allow the investigation of multiphaseflows with high spatial and temporal resolution. Their working principle is based on intru-sive electrodes to generate images of the flow [52]. This type of sensor was introduced byPrasser et al. (1998) [53] at HZDR and it has since been successfully employed to inves-tigate different single phase and two-phase flow phenomena. Prasser (2008) summarizedthe capabilities of the WMSs in [54].
The WMS is a hybrid solution in between intrusive local measurement of phase fractionand tomographic cross-sectional imaging [52]. The sensor is made of two sets of wiresstretched over the cross-section of a vessel or pipe with a small axial separation betweenthem. Each plane of parallel wires is positioned perpendicular to the other, forming a gridof electrodes, as schematically shown in Figure 4.1. The associated electronics measuresthe local conductivity in the gaps of all crossing points at high repetition rate. If, forexample, a two-phase flow is considered to consist of an electrically non-conducting phaseand a conducting phase, the obtained conductivity measurements will be an indication ofthe phase present at each crossing point. Hence, if a gas-water flow is considered, thesensor is able to determine instantaneous void fraction distributions over the respectivecross section.
Figure 4.1: WMS diagram
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Over the past ten years the temporal resolution of the WMS has been increased up to10000 fps, while the first developed WMS had a temporal resolution of approximately100 fps. Such a high temporal resolution is well suited for the investigation of transientflows.
The geometrical configuration utilized in the frame of this work was similar to the onedescribed in Section 3.1.1. Additionally, a flange containing two distinct WMSs wasmounted on the tank at a height of 30 cm above its bottom. Each of the two WMSs consistedof 32 wires, i.e. a layer of 16 horizontal wires and a layer of 16 vertical wires (0.2 mmthick), with 2 mm wire separation within each plane, which also determines the spatialresolution of the instrument, and 1 mm axial plane separation. Each plane of parallel wireswas positioned perpendicular to each other, forming thus two parallel planes of crossing-points. The measuring planes were concentrated in the region of impingement, right underthe jet and covered a section of approximately 3.3× 3.3 cm2. The flange was designed tocontain two sensors for the purpose of velocity measurements of the gaseous phase. Afterseveral tests, the most suitable axial distance between the WMSs was found to be 5 mm.By modifying the water level in the tank, the depth of the two sensors underneath the freesurface was adjusted. A 3D model of the tank and the two sensors is illustrated in Figure4.2.
B ( 1 : 1 )
B
Figure 4.2: Experimental tank with WMS flange mounted on
The two WMSs mounted in this structure characterized the integral distribution of the voidfraction and velocities of the gaseous phase. By ascertaining these properties of the voidfraction, the gas entrainment rate was determined. The entrainment rate is one of the most
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important parameters for quantification of the phenomenon of entrainment and a measureof performance for impinging jets.
Measurements were consecutively performed for the below listed jet velocities using asampling frequency of 5 kHz over a period of 17 s for each measurement. As a result of eachmeasurement, a three-dimensional matrix of 16× 16× 85.000 values of the instantaneouslocal conductivity was obtained. Table 4.1 displays the entire experimental matrix, i.e.combinations of nozzle exit velocity of the jet, jet length and immersion depth of the firstWMS in flow direction, H. Reynolds numbers at the nozzle exit varied between 19000 and35000, while Weber numbers ranged between 260 and 490.
It was shown in Section 3.2.1 that the jet length influences gas entrainment. Therefore,two distinct jet lengths were chosen for investigation. The two WMSs were kept as closeas possible to the free surface for accuracy considerations. In the data analysis, onlydownward moving bubbles were taken into consideration.
Table 4.1: Experimental test matrix
Lj = 5 cm d0 = 1.6 cmv0 [m/s] 1.2 1.4 1.7 2 2.2H = 1 cm WMS 1.1 WMS 1.2 WMS 1.3 WMS 1.4 WMS 1.5H = 2 cm WMS 2.1 WMS 2.2 WMS 2.3 WMS 2.4 WMS 2.5H = 3 cm WMS 3.1 WMS 3.2 WMS 3.3 WMS 3.4 WMS 3.5Lj = 10 cm d0 = 1.6 cmv0 [m/s] 1.2 1.4 1.7 2 2.2H = 2 cm WMS 4.1 WMS 4.2 WMS 4.3 WMS 4.4 WMS 4.5H = 3 cm WMS 5.1 WMS 5.2 WMS 5.3 WMS 5.4 WMS 5.5
4.3 Results and discussion
4.3.1 Data processing
For each experimental condition, two 16× 16× 85.000 matrices containing instantaneouslocal conductivity values were obtained. The values correspond to voltage signals givenby the sensors as a response to the phase present at each crossing-point. To differentiatebetween the gaseous and liquid phase, the values corresponding to each phase were cal-ibrated. A histogram calibration method was used to complete this task. In this method,a histogram of the measured voltage values was generated for each crossing point of theWMS and each measurement. Two peaks can usually be observed: one peak, close to
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zero, representing the pure gas and the other peak representative for the pure liquid value.The disadvantage of this method is that it fails for flows with very high gas fraction, whereonly few values for pure water are available [55]. Since the gas fraction in the currentexperiments was not high, the method worked unequivocally. Once the calibration valueswere determined for each crossing-point, the void fraction values were calculated assuminga linear dependence between voltage values and gas volume fraction.
After calibration, every single matrix presents the local instantaneous volumetric void frac-tion εijk, where i and j are the indexes of the spatial location of the crossing-point in themeasurement plane and k is the number of the recorded frame. The obtained data has aspatial resolution of 2 × 2 mm and a temporal resolution of 0.2 ms. Relevant quantitativeinformation regarding the flow was acquired by averaging procedures. Time and spatialaveraging of the void fraction data was applied [56]. Time averaging is critical and leadsto time averaged two-dimensional gas volume fraction distributions over the covered crosssection. The averaging is based on weight coefficients, ai,j, which define the contributionof each crossing point of wires (i, j) to the area of the entire control volume, over which theaveraging is performed.
The spatially averaged time trace was obtained by adding together the contribution ofeach measuring point for both spatial locations (i, j) of the three-dimensional matrix εi,j,k.Time series of the void fraction were obtained as a result. The mathematical principle ofthis averaging algorithm is given in equation 4.1. Equation 4.1 has as result a sequence ofinstantaneous average volumetric gas fractions, over the entire duration of the measurement.
ε̄k = ε(t) =∑i
∑
j ai,j · εi,j,k. (4.1)
Two-dimensional void fraction distributions are provided by the following equation
ε̄i,j = 1kmax ·∑k εi,j,k. (4.2)
With equations 4.1 and 4.2, an average void fraction for the total measurement cross-section can be calculated by averaging the gas void fraction over time, k, and over thespatial directions i and j, as follows
ε̄ =∑i
∑
j ai,j · ε̄i,j = 1kmax ·
∑
k ε̄k. (4.3)
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Furthermore, the data was expected to be approaching radial symmetry. A radial gasfraction profile, εr was calculated by averaging the local instantaneous gas fraction overthe entire measurement period and a number of ring shaped domains [55]. The measuringcross section was sub-divided into ten ring-shaped domains with an equal radial widthof 1.2 mm, starting from the center of the sensor. The contribution of each section ofmesh was calculated by weight coefficients obtained from a geometrical assignment of thefractions of a mesh belonging to these rings. In the results, azimuthally and time averagedgas volume fraction profiles were obtained, as well as time averaged local gas fractions foreach measuring point of the WMS cross-section. Azimuthal averaging is important becauseit helps in lowering the statistical error.
The use of two sensors and the two resulting measurement planes allows the determinationof time- and azimuthally - averaged gas velocities. For this purpose, the signals from bothmeasurement planes were cross-correlated separately for each pair of the mesh pointslocated above each other. The cross-correlation was carried out by means of Fast FourierTransformation (FFT) and was described in detail in [55]. The cross-correlation functionsobtained, were averaged over the same ring-shaped domains as described above, using thesame weight coefficients as for the calculation of radial gas fraction profiles. The averagegas-phase velocity for each given radius was calculated from the corresponding time-shiftand axial distance between the two measuring planes. Averaged cross-correlation functionssupply more stable velocity values, than the velocities deduced directly as the result of apoint-to-point cross-correlation, which suffer from a high irregularity of the results [55].
Bubble identification was done using special evaluation algorithms, which were describedin detail by Prasser et al. 2001 [57]. Here, a bubble is defined as a region of connected gas-containing elements, completely surrounded by elements containing the liquid phase. Thesame identification number is assigned to each element belonging to one bubble. Differentbubbles receive different identification numbers. Local instantaneous gas fractions takevalues between 100% (gas) and 0% (liquid), if both gas and liquid phases are presentin the corresponding measurement volume formed by two crossing wires. The algorithmprovides good results for two-phase flows with water superficial velocities larger than0.1 m/s [55]. The results of the bubble identification are stored in a matrix and containinformation about the bubble volume, its center of mass coordinates, its moments and alsothe volume fraction of the bubble relative to the total volume of the flow, among others. If theinformation obtained about gas fraction distributions is combined with the obtained bubblecharacteristics, respectively, bubble size distributions can be obtained. Histograms werecalculated in which the void fraction per bubble class is summed. This was done related tothe volume equivalent diameter, as well as related to the area equivalent diameter of thegas bubbles. This information is available in a representation with a linear bubble classwidth of 0.25 mm and also for a logarithmically increasing width of the bubble classes with
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a boundary of 0.1 mm between bubble classes. The void fraction related to the bubbleclass width is represented by ∆ε/∆Db. This is also related to the integral gas content∆ε/∆Db/ε̄.
Azimuthally and time averaged gas fraction distributions, decomposed according to bubbleclasses are also available. The results are related to the total void fraction per radial ringthrough ∆ε(r)/∆Db/ε̄(r). This takes into account following conditions for the determinationof the bubble number distribution: each bubble is registered only once per radial ring andif a bubble penetrates several radius rings, then it is detected separately in each ring.
The processing methodology and algorithms used for void fraction detection and charac-terization, as well as for correlation between the two sensors are described in detail in[55].
4.3.2 Void fraction profiles
Figure 4.3 shows spatially averaged time traces for WMS 5.1 to WMS 5.3. The transientcharacteristic of the phenomenon is accentuated here again. The total entrained voidfraction is pulsating in time. Peaks can be observed in the distribution of ε(t) with anamplitude of up to four times higher than the average of the time trace corresponding to eachmeasurement. These observations strengthen the theory of the mechanisms responsible forair entrainment, as described in Section 3.2.
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Figure 4.3: Spatially averaged void fraction evolution over 3 s measurement time
The radial distribution of the gas fraction azimuthally averaged over time, ε̄(r), correspond-ing to the experimental runs presented in Figure 4.3 is shown in Figure 4.4. It is noticeablethat in the vicinity of the jet axis the void concentration tends to 0. It increases to a max-imum in the region matching the jet edge, in accordance with the observations described
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in Section 3.2. These results confirm the visual observations described in Section 3.3,according to which the amount of entrained air increases with v0.
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Figure 4.4: Radial distribution of void fraction profiles with increasing jet exit velocity
Figure 4.5 shows the corresponding spatial distribution of the time averaged void fraction.The gas was dispersed in a ring-shaped form around the jet axis, with the maximum gascontent corresponding to the jet edge. As expected, the integral void fraction increasedwith the jet velocity. For the graphical representation, the method of the least squaresapproximation with bilinear interpolation was used. It must also be mentioned that thecolor bar was scaled individually for each experimental condition in order to make theresults visible, given the wide range of ε variation.
It can be observed on Figure 4.5 that the ring-shaped area surrounding the jet axis isinterrupted in the lower region for each considered case. Due to the fact that the disruptionis similar for all considered results, it can be interpreted as a measurement distortion. Itis probably generated by some small impurities attached to the wires of the WMSs.
Figure 4.6 reveals that with increasing immersion depth, H, the void fraction concentrationincreases and the local maximum gas fraction decreases. This is due to the fact that whenfirst entrained, the gas is mainly concentrated around the initial jet surface. It is thenbroken into bubbles which spread radially towards the outside of the bubble plume as wellas to the jet axis. This characteristic was observed for all experimental runs.
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Figure 4.5: Integral void fraction for jet length Lj = 10 cm and sensors depth H = 3 cm
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Figure 4.6: Integral void fraction for constant flow parameters (v0 = 1.2 m/s and Lj = 5 cm)and increasing H
4.3.3 Bubble size distributions and velocities
Bubble shapes and sizes, and their variation reflect the dynamic evolution of the gas-liquidinterface due to pressure changes of the bubble and the surrounding fluid. Moreover, theinterfacial area is an important parameter for heat and mass transfer between the bubblesand the surrounding liquid. The interfacial area values can be determined by knowingthe surface shape and dimensions of the bubbles. The velocity and path of a bubbleare known to be dependent of its shape and dimensions. Bubble size distributions wereconstructed by summarizing the contribution of the bubbles of a given range of diametersto the integral volumetric gas fraction. These partial gas fractions dε/dDb were plottedagainst the equivalent bubble diameter Db. An integration over this kind of bubble sizedistribution restores the average volumetric gas fraction. Bubble size distributions canbe illustrated in different manners. Figure 4.7 shows a logarithmic distribution of bubbleclasses for WMS 3.1 to WMS 3.5. The bubble class width increases logarithmically,starting from an initial bubble size of 0.5 mm.
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Figure 4.7: Integral bubble size distribution for Lj = 5 cm, H = 3 cm and increasing v0
The general trend observed in these experiments is that the void fraction increases with thejet velocity. It can also be deduced from Figure 4.7 that the average bubble size increaseswith the jet velocity. The contribution of the average sized bubbles to the total void fractionincreases with the jet velocity. Average bubbles with diameters ranging between 3 mm and5 mm have the highest contribution to the integral entrained void fraction.
In Figure 4.8, the radial distributions of bubble classes are represented for the experimentalseries WMS 4. The integral void fraction corresponding to each ring-shaped domain wasnormalized to 100%. Note that the same colorbar scale has been used for all plots. Inaccordance with previous observations and results, it can be observed here that maximumbubble sizes are encountered in the region corresponding to the jet edge, while the gasconcentration on the jet axis was nearly 0.
Similarly to the void fraction distributions presented previously, gas velocity contours canbe illustrated. An annular distribution around the jet axis can be obtained when plotting thespatial distribution of the time averaged gas velocities, as shown in Figure 4.9. Maximumvalues are located in the region of the shear layer, which is also the region containingthe highest velocity gradients. The measured gas velocity profiles can easily be discernedas Gaussian. Radial averaged gas velocities were also calculated for each measurement.Only downward moving bubbles were taken into consideration for the analysis. An exampleis shown in Figure 4.10. The gas velocity was observed to increase with the jet velocityand also to decrease with increasing axial distance.
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Figure 4.8: Radial distribution of measured bubble classes with increasing v0 and Lj = 10 cm
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Figure 4.9: Averaged gas velocity distribution for Lj = 10 cm, H = 2 cm and increasing v0
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Figure 4.10: Radial averaged gas velocities for Lj = 5 cm, H = 3 cm and increasing v0
4.3.4 Entrainment rate
The quantity of entrained gas can be calculated as a function of the measured radial voidfraction distribution and gas velocity distribution
Qg = 2 · π · ∫ ∞0 εr · vg · r · dr. (4.4)
The gas discharge Qg was calculated for void fraction distributions across the first WMS inflow direction. The quantity of entrained liquid was calculated according to the continuityequation 2.4. The entrainment rate is obtained as
Re = QgQl . (4.5)
Table 4.2 summarizes the calculated values of Re for all experimental runs.
The entrainment rate values obtained for the current experiments are plotted in Figures4.11 and 4.12 against two important empirical correlations found in related publications(see equations 2.17 and 2.18). In the current experiments Re varies linearly with v0. Forconstant flow conditions and distinct immersion depths of the two WMSs, the entrainmentrate remains nearly constant, as expected. It can be observed that the calculated valuesof Re follow the same trend as predicted by equation 2.17. But, the values are smaller incomparison to the ones predicted in related articles.
Nevertheless, the calculated values nicely captures the characteristics of the phenomenonobserved so far: only a very small quantity of gas is entrained for low jet velocities and theamount of entrained gas increases gradually with the jet velocity as well as with the jet
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Table 4.2: Calculated entrainment rate
H [m] v0 [m/s] Re [-]1.2 0.06251.4 1.55410.01 1.7 2.87082 3.31622.2 3.94151.2 0.09601.4 1.3188Lj = 5 cm 0.02 1.7 2.21752 3.30502.2 3.91971.2 0.24061.4 0.98230.03 1.7 2.79902 3.56132.2 4.84731.2 2.69561.4 4.20280.02 1.7 4.76842 5.8115Lj = 10 cm 2.2 6.40561.2 0.77851.4 3.46250.03 1.7 4.90612 6.50902.2 6.7537
length. For v0 = 1.2 m/s the incipient nature of the phenomenon is captured, in accordancewith visual observations described in Section 3.1.1. These values were overestimated byboth empirical correlations found in related articles as shown in Figures 4.11 and 4.12.
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Figure 4.11: Calculated entrainment rate for Lj = 5 cm against correlations from literature
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Figure 4.12: Calculated entrainment rate for Lj = 10 cm against correlations from litera-ture
In figure 4.13 the entrainment rate is plotted as a function of v0 and Lj. A surface represent-ing the variation of Re with both v0 and Lj was fitted to the calculated values. During themeasurements the nozzle diameter d0 was kept constant. Therefore, no direct conclusionregarding its influence on the amount of entrained gas can be drawn.
To predict the entrainment rate, an empirical correlation was sought after. The equationthat fits the calculated values of the entrainment rate was found by applying several Matlabroutines. The equation is given below
Re = v0.0760 · L0.035j + C . (4.6)
For C = −0.913, 98% of the calculated values are explained by the fitted equation 4.6.The progressive characteristic of Re with both v0 and Lj is well correlated by the equation.
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Figure 4.13: Entrainment rate as a function of v0 and Lj
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4.3.5 Validation of experiments
WMSs have the advantage of providing high temporal and good spatial resolution at rel-atively low costs. A major drawback of the technique lies in its intrusive nature. So far,studies regarding the influence of the WMS on co-current two-phase flow in pipes areavailable in scientific publications [58]. In these studies, void fraction profiles for gas-water flows in pipes were additionally determined using X-ray tomography and gammaradiography as measuring techniques. Deviations of the determined void fraction valuesbetween the WMS and gamma radiography were limited to ±5% [58]. The X-ray tomog-raphy, a more exact reference procedure, gave more accurate results. Differences in theabsolute void fraction were determined to be in the range of ±1% for bubbly flows andsystematically underestimated (approximately −4%) for slug flows [59], while the volumeequivalent bubble diameter was measured with an accuracy of ±20% [55]. The WMS alsoinfluences the velocity of the bubbles, causing large bubble decellerations, up to 40− 50%for low void fractions. This value is supposed to decrease with increasing void fraction [60].
In this study, the direct influence of the utilized WMSs on the void fraction profile can beexemplified by analyzing the radial gas distribution on both sensors, as shown in Figure4.14. The measured average void fraction was nearly constant for both sensors with astandard deviation of 0.01. It is noticeable, however, that on the second sensor the voidfraction increases towards the jet axis, while the peak is essentially preserved in the regionof the jet edge. This effect can be attributed to both the intrusive effect of the WMS aswell as to the lift force acting on bubbles.
It was visually observed that, for low jet velocities, bubbles may remain hanging on thewires of the sensors or get caught between the wires. This can distort measurement results.On the other hand, it is known that the lift force acts in the direction of decreasing liquidvelocity. Previous investigations have shown that the direction of the lift force changesits sign for gas-liquid flows if a substantial deformation of the bubbles occurs [61]. Visualobservations confirm that bubbles passing through the crossing wires of a WMS are usuallysliced into smaller bubbles. Also, according to [40], the direction of work of the lift forcedepends strongly on the bubble size. Thus, smaller bubbles are drawn by the lift forcetowards the jet axis.
A major drawback of the wire-mesh sensors lies in the invasive characteristic of the mea-suring method. Different problems are caused by the interaction between the measuringtechnique and the flow. Previous investigations [57] show that the flow downstream of themeasurement plane was significantly disrupted and bubbles were broken up by the sensor.Far greater problems arise because bubbles are slowed down in their movement throughthe sensor. This also leads to bubble agglomerations under the lower plane of the sensor.
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Figure 4.14: Radial void fraction profile on each WMS for constant v0
Beyer et al. (2008) [55] showed that for flows with superficial water velocities below 0.4 m/sthe WMS overestimates the gas concentration and the superficial gas velocity. However,it would be desirable to obtain consistent data from measurement techniques which donot alter the flow conditions. These are the main reasons for the need of a contactlessmeasuring technique.
X-ray tomography is used for many industrial and medical applications. But, because ofthe limitations in temporal resolution, it is difficult to investigate transient phenomena withconventional computer tomography systems.
The ultrafast electron beam X-ray computer tomography has been developed over thepast few years at HZDR. The technique consists of an electron beam being electronicallydeflected along a linear path on a target. An X-ray source rotating around the object isgenerated in this way. The source irradiates the object from different viewing angles. Adetector measures the radiation passing the object at high frequency. A schematic of themeasuring principle is shown in Figure 4.15. From the X-ray projections, non-superimposedcross-sectional images of the density distribution within the object of investigation can bereproduced using image reconstruction algorithms. Frame rates of up to 7000 fps can beachieved at a spatial resolution in millimeter range, providing a suitable technique forthe investigation of transient two-phase flows. To be able to determine phase velocities,beside the phase distribution within the imaging plane, a two-plane tomography setup wasrealized by alternatively scanning two vertically displaced X-ray spot paths. From the twotomography planes generated this way, velocity information can be derived using cross-correlation techniques. A detailed description of the working principle of the two-planetomography is given by Bieberle et al. (2010) [62].
To measure void fraction concentrations and gas velocities, tomographic imaging was per-formed at 150 kV acceleration voltage, 26 mA beam current and with a frame rate of 2 kHz
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Figure 4.15: Principle schematics of the ultrafast electron beam X-ray tomography
on an experimental apparatus similar to the one described in Subsection 3.2.2. Jet veloc-ities varied between 1.2 m/s and 1.6 m/s, while two jet lengths were chosen for testing:Lj = 5 cm and Lj = 10 cm. Table 4.3 presents an overview of the experimental runs. Theupper measurement plane was located at 2 cm and 3 cm, respectively, under the free surface,H. Each experimental condition was scanned for 5 s on each plane. Density distributions ofgas and water were measured. Using the known separation between the two tomographyplanes, ∆y = 11mm, gas axial velocity distributions were calculated.
Table 4.3: Experimental conditions tested with ultrafast X-ray tomography
Lj = 10 cm d0 = 1.6 cmv0 [m/s] 1.2 1.4 1.7H = 2 cm X-ray 1.1 X-ray 1.2 X-ray 1.3H = 3 cm X-ray 2.1 X-ray 2.2 X-ray 2.3Lj = 5 cm d0 = 1.6 cmv0 [m/s] 1.4 1.7H = 2 cm X-ray 3.2 X-ray 3.3H = 3 cm X-ray 4.2 X-ray 4.3
From the reconstructed cross-sectional images, gas concentrations can be obtained for bothscanned planes with image processing algorithms. An example of raw reconstructed imagesis shown in Figure 4.16. It can be noted that, due to the scattered radiation and additionalnoise contained in the images, differentiating between the two phases is not trivial. Imagebinarization is a method used frequently for this purpose. A fixed value was used as athreshold. In Lucas et al. (2011) [63] a fixed value of 34% was proposed. In the same paper,however, it was discussed that a detailed analysis of the data showed that the resultinggas contents after using the mentioned threshold value were too low. The reason was thatrelatively small bubbles often remained below the threshold and got lost in the evaluation.On the other hand, if a higher threshold was chosen, the proportion of noise detected as
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gas phase was too high. Two averaged images over the entire measurement time are shownin Figure 4.17. It can be observed that the meniscus surrounding the jet at the impingingpoint is present on both measurement planes. It might also be of interest to note that inboth cases the gas meniscus does not have a perfectly shaped form.
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Figure 4.16: Raw reconstructed images obtained on both tomography planes for constantinlet conditions : v0 = 1.2 m/s, Lj = 10 cm and H = 2 cm
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Figure 4.17: Time averaged reconstructed images obtained on both tomography planesfor constant inlet conditions : v0 = 1.2 m/s, Lj = 10 cm and H = 2 cm
It was previously discussed that gas entrainment takes place mainly in the area surroundingthe jet at the impacting point. Therefore, for comparing results with previous ones obtainedfrom WMSs, only the aforementioned area is of interest. It was shown in Chapter 3 that, inthis area, only large air pockets are entrained. Thus, a fixed threshold T = 0.34 was usedfor binarization of the individual images. The image binarization operation is described
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in detail in the following chapter. Figure 4.18 shows an example of gas concentrationvariation with the threshold for a single image.
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Figure 4.18: Gas concentration variation with the threshold for a single image
For each experiment the average entrained void fraction was calculated similarly to theprevious experiments where WMSs were employed as measuring technique. After bina-rization, every single image contained the local instantaneous volumetric void fraction. Thedata had a spatial resolution of 1 × 1 mm2 and a temporal resolution of 0.1 ms. Relevantquantitative information about the flow was acquired, similar to the WMSs experiments,by averaging procedures. The data was averaged over time and space. The radial voidfraction profiles for each measurement, εr, were relevant for the comparison to previousresults. For this reason, the region of averaging was restricted to the central section ofthe pipe covering a diameter of 20 mm. The individual ring shaped domains had a radiusof 1 mm. In the results, azimuthally and time averaged void fraction profiles are obtained,as well as time averaged local gas fractions over the chosen cross-section.
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Similar to previous observations (see Figure 4.4), it can be noted that the quantity ofentrained gas increases with the jet exit velocity, as shown in Figures 4.19 and 4.20.Furthermore, in the vicinity of the jet axis the void concentration tended to be 0. A maximumvoid fraction was observed in the region matching the jet edge, in accordance with previousresults obtained using the WMSs. As expected, a decrease in the local maximum can beobserved on the lower measurement plane, while the amount of gas increases in the outerregion of the jet.
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Figure 4.19: Distribution of radially averaged void fractions on the upper measurementplane with increasing jet exit velocity (Lj = 10 cm and H = 2 cm)
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Figure 4.20: Distribution of radially averaged void fractions on the lower measurementplane with increasing jet exit velocity (Lj = 10 cm and H = 2 cm)
When compared with results obtained from the WMSs measurements, a difference can benoted between radial void fraction distributions. Figure 4.21 shows an example of thedifferences obtained for Lj = 10 cm and different nozzle exit velocities. It can be observedthat the amount of entrained gas is overestimated by the WMSs. Previous studies havedemonstrated that the WMS can hinder the flow of the bubbles for certain superficialvelocities [55]. For measurements with only one sensor, where the gas content is detectedin the moment in which the sensor wire affected the structure of the phase boundary, thiswas found not to be of importance. However, when two sensors were installed directly
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behind each other, bubbles were slowed down, as well as trapped between the measuringplanes of the sensors, leading on one hand side to smaller measured axial velocities andon the other to higher solved gas concentration over the period of bubble entrapment. Thespatial difference between the peaks was a result of the positioning of the jet. During theWMS experiments the jet was situated eccentrically relative to the center of the sensorsby ≈ ±1 mm. Still, differences of up to 50% were measured between the void fractiondistributions by the two experimental techniques.
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Figure 4.21: Distribution of radially averaged void fractions: comparison between WMSand X-ray tomography (Lj = 10 cm and H = 3 cm)
Similarly to [55] gas velocities between the two measurement planes were obtained bymeans of cross-correlation techniques. An example of radially averaged gas velocitiesis shown in Figure 4.22 for a jet length Lj = 10 cm at a depth H = 2 cm under thefree surface. Comparison between radially averaged velocity distributions obtained fromboth employed techniques are shown in Figure 4.23. It is noticeable that much highervelocities were reached when the non-intrusive technique was in use. Whereas, taking intoconsideration the jet exit velocity, the values obtained by means of dual-plane tomographyare more reasonable. These results confirm previous assumptions according to which WMSsdecelerate the motion of gas bubbles for low superficial velocities.
Consequent to results obtained in this section, the entrainment rate was calculated basedon the same principle as described in section 4.3.4. Figure 4.24 presents the calculatedentrainment rate as a function of v0 together with results obtained previously by means ofWMSs.
Differences obtained between the calculated entrainment rates using the two experimentalmethods were insignificant, with standard deviations in the range of 4% to 10%. Equation4.6 remains and is, therefore, applicable for predicting the entrainment rate. However,the entrainment rate obtained by means of ultrafast dual plane X-ray tomography was
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Figure 4.22: Radially averaged gas velocities measured between the two tomographyplanes (Lj = 10 cm and H = 2 cm)
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Figure 4.23: Distribution of radially averaged gas velocities: comparison WMS vs. X-ray(Lj = 10 cm and H = 3 cm)
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Figure 4.24: Recalculated entrainment rate in comparison to previous results
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still approximately 4 to 6 times smaller than predicted by correlations found in relatedpublications.
4.4 Conclusions
Two wire-mesh sensors mounted on a flange were used for the assessment of the entrainedgas fraction and gas velocities at three different axial positions underneath the liquidsurface. The parameters were measured for various combinations of jet exit velocities, jetlengths and immersion depths of the sensors.
Spatially averaged void fraction distributions over time consolidated previous affirmationsregarding the transient nature of the phenomenon. It was found that the amount of entrainedgas increases with the jet velocity and also with the jet length. The experiments alsoconfirm the visual observations reported in Section 3.2 according to which gas is entrainedat the boundary of the jet. The entrained gas fraction was observed to have an annulardistribution around the jet axis, with maximum values situated in the region correspondingto the jet boundary and minimum values corresponding to the jet core.
Bubble size distributions indicate that bubbles of diameters ranging from 3 mm to 5 mmhave the highest contribution to the integral entrained void fraction. Gas velocities weremeasured for downward moving bubbles. They had a Gaussian distribution over the mea-sured cross-section. Highest values are located in the region of the shear layer, where thehighest velocity gradients are also located. Bubble velocities varied between 0.4 m/s and0.8 m/s.
The entrainment rate was assessed from the measured amount of entrained gas and corre-sponding gas velocity. It was found to increase linearly with both v0 and Lj. For constantinlet conditions and distinct axial positions, the entrainment rate is nearly constant. Incomparison with correlations given in the literature, the entrainment rate calculated in theframe of this work is a few times smaller. A correlation to predict the obtained entrainment
rate values was found as a function of the nozzle exit velocity and jet length
Re = v0.0760 · L0.035j + C .
For validation of the results obtained using the WMSs, a groundbreaking non-intrusiveexperimental technique was used. By means of dual-plane ultrafast computed tomogra-phy void fraction concentrations and velocities were assessed. Void fraction distributionsand velocity profiles were found to follow a trend similar to previous results given byWMSs. However, significant differences were found between the results supplied by the
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two measuring techniques. On one hand, it was found that, in accordance with relatedarticles [55, 63], WMSs overestimate the quantity of entrained gas, while, on the otherhand, smaller gas velocities are measured between the two WMSs than by the dual-planeultrafast tomography.
After the entrainment rate was calculated using the data measured by the ultrafast X-raycomputed tomography, it was found that the two aforementioned effects of the WMSs onthe measurements nearly balance out. Differences of maximum 20% were found between thecalculated entrainment rates, while differences to correlations found in published relatedarticles were approximately up to 4 to 6 times smaller. Differences obtained between theresults delivered by the two experimental techniques can be attributed to their structuralcharacteristics (intrusive vs. non-intrusive measuring technique), as well as to the distinctgeometries of the experimental setups.
It was shown that the entrainment rate increases linearly with the jet velocity and jetlength. The experiments presented in this chapter have also successfully captured theincipient characteristic of the phenomenon for low jet velocities. Future experiments arerecommended for observations regarding the influence of d0 on the quantity of entrainedgas.
Chapter 5
Depth of penetration of the bubble
plume
5.1 Overview
In the previous chapter, measurements and calculations regarding the gas entrainment ratewere reported. Information regarding the bubble plume is also relevant for the quantitativecharacterization of gas entrainment. The penetration depth, width and spreading angle ofthe bubble plume are the most important parameters for its characterization. These arevaluable for the investigation of mass transfer between phases.
Penetration depth measurements are nothing new [20, 21, 32]. Even so, some originalobservations, regarding the variation of the penetration depth with jet parameters, weremade in this study and are presented in the following analysis.
High-speed imaging was employed as measuring technique. Image sequences of the bub-ble plume that developed under the free surface for distinct flow parameters were recorded.For quantification purposes, digital image processing methods were utilized. The penetra-tion depth of the bubble plume was found to have a non-monotonous behavior and highfluctuation over time. A correlation describing it as a function of the nozzle exit velocity andjet length was found. Results collected in this work were compared against correlationsfound in related scientific articles.
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5.2 Instrumentation and methodology
5.2.1 Digital image processing
The experimental setup and matrix are described in Section 3.1.1. For each inlet con-dition (see Table 3.1), a sequence consisting of images of the underwater phenomenonwas recorded. Digital image processing algorithms were applied to the recorded imagesin order to retrieve information regarding the bubble plume parameters. Commonly usedimage processing procedures are found amongst these. These are briefly described in thefollowing.
Each recorded bitmap image is represented in the form of a two-dimensional matrix I[m,n]of pixels. Each pixel is characterized by an intensity level (gray level), where the value 0is associated to pure black, while the value 255 is associated to pure white. A typical 8 bitgray-level image is presented in Figure 5.1.a, in the binary representation of the intensityscale. The histogram of the image normally refers to a histogram of the pixel intensityvalues. An example is showed in Figure 5.1.b.
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Figure 5.1: Grayscale acquired image (a) and corresponding histogram (b)
In the histogram illustrated in Figure 5.1.b, it should be noted that the brightness valuesdo not cover the entire available dynamic range of intensities. This is common for someof the recorded images. The images can be improved by stretching the histogram overthe available dynamic range. The method is referred to as contrast stretching or image
normalization and is a simple image enhancement algorithm. The pixel values are stretched
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to cover the entire brightness level range so that the visibility of structures present in theimage can be improved. The procedure is commonly used to enhance the contrast and thevisual appearance of an image without significantly distorting relative gray level intensities.In this manner, the gray value 0 is assigned to the darkest pixels from the original image,while the gray value 255 is assigned to the brightest pixels. New brightness values aregiven to the intermediate gray values in the original image. These values are calculatedusing the linear interpolation between black and white levels given by
PixValfinal = (PixValinitial − valmin)( 255valmax − valmin
)
. (5.1)
PixValinitial and PixValfinal are the pixel intensity values in the original and the enhancedimage respectively, and valmin and valmax represent the limits over which the image intensityvalues are to be extended. An example is shown in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Contrast stretching
Background illumination often causes undesirable noise and distortions of the image whenthe illumination is non-uniform. The most common procedure applied to prevent possiblenoise and to reduce the influence of uneven background lighting is known as background
subtraction. The operation is generally used for filtering undesired objects captured in theimage, e.g., in these experiments, information corresponding to the walls of the test tankand other stationary information from the images (scale recorded as part of the image,small stationary bubbles that remain stuck on the walls of the tank, etc). An example isshown in Figure 5.3.a. This method is based on the premise that the background imageis stationary in all aspects: geometry, reflectance and illumination. The name background
subtraction arrives from the simple technique of subtracting the background image fromthe recorded one. Usually, the background image is extracted from each of the images
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contained in a recorded sequence, in order to ensure the appropriate statistical accuracyfor future calculations. Figure 5.3.b shows the output image after background subtractionand contrast stretching.
a b
Figure 5.3: Original captured image (a) and image after contrast stretching and back-ground subtraction (b)
An important part of every image recognition system is the image segmentation procedure.This method represents an application-oriented problem, considering that no segmentationmethod can be used for general purposes. The process of image segmentation contains theactual classification of each image pixel to one of the image parts.
A typical experimental image of the bubbles observed in the illuminated field of view ispresented in 5.1.a. The use of backlighting causes the shadows of in-focus bubbles toappear as dark objects with bright central spots. This appears as a result of reflection andrefraction of the light arriving from the diffusive source behind the test tank at the gas-liquid interface of the bubbles. The bright central spots correspond to the region wherelight is allowed to pass through the bubble and reaches the camera objective. The edgesof the bubbles reflect light and appear darker. To identify, separate and extract the bubbleinformation from the image, a special image treatment procedure consisting of several stepsis applied. This is described in the following.
First, a thresholding technique is employed as one of the possible segmentation methods toseparate the bubbles from the background. It segments the foreground from the backgroundregion of an image based on the different color intensities. Two approaches were consideredfor this purpose. Because the pixel intensity histogram of the recorded image has a classicbi-modal intensity distribution (5.1.b), it was possible to segment the image successfully
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using the single threshold method. Image segmentation using fixed threshold is a keystep in the bubble identification process. If an inappropriate threshold value is chosen,the bubble contour, associated with large brightness level gradients, cannot accuratelybe captured. The effect of the gray-level threshold on image segmentation is illustratedin Figure 5.4. A low value of the brightness threshold would result in bubble shadowswith open contours. A higher threshold would introduce noise in the processed binaryimages and would tend to artificially enlarge the bubble shadows. The optimum thresholdis obtained by using an iterative approach. An initial estimate of the threshold value isselected first, T. In the next step, the mean values in the histogram below and above T(µ1 and µ2, respectively) are calculated. The new threshold value is set to the mean valueconsistent with
Tnew = (µ1 + µ2)2 . (5.2)
After the threshold value is selected, all pixels with an intensity value lower than thethreshold are identified as belonging to the background and are given a brightness level of0. Those pixels with brightness values greater than the threshold are identified as objects(bubbles, in this particular case) and given a brightness level of 255. This conversion of agray scale image to a black and white (b/w) one is called image binarization and constitutesa key step in the image segmentation procedure. A similar bubble detection algorithm witha fixed threshold value was used in several studies found in literature [64, 65].
a b c d
Figure 5.4: Image binarization. Image after background subtraction (a). Image with a lowthreshold (b). Image with a high threshold (c). Image with an optimal threshold (d).
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The histogram shape can also be useful in locating the threshold. It is, however, notreliable for threshold selection when peaks are not clearly resolved. For histograms withrelatively narrow peaks, choosing a threshold value is not a trivial problem. Therefore,an optimal thresholding technique should be used. This technique is based on a functionthat calculates the brightness threshold of a given image using the optimal threshold
method. The method was developed by Otsu in 1979 [66] and was integrated as a functionin the image binarization procedure, specifically implemented in the Image Processing
Toolbox provided by Matlab. In optimal thresholding, a criterion function that yieldsa measure of separation between the regions of an image was devised. The criterionfunction is calculated for each pixel intensity and the value that maximizes this function ischosen as the threshold. Otsu’s thresholding, implemented in Matlab, selects the thresholdto minimize the intraclass variance of the thresholded black and white pixels, based onselecting the lowest point between two classes in an image. By applying this method,all possible thresholds are evaluated and the one that maximizes the criterion function ischosen as the optimal threshold. In this work, Otsu’s thresholding technique was preferredto the fixed thresholding technique. It is better suited for cases where intensity fluctuationsin the background illumination might occur.
Individual characterization of bubble shapes and sizes was also possible from the recordedimages. Several methods for detecting or identifying and, if necessary, reconstructing ob-ject shapes are available. The Hough Transform (HT) represents a method that mapsthe original shape into a parametric space. When the object to be recognized and recon-structed is symmetrical, for example circles, ellipses, etc., the dynamic generalized Houghtransform (DGHT) algorithm [67] has been proven to be particularly useful. Although notalways direct, all the parameters associated with a curve are easily computed with theDGHT algorithm. For distorted images of the bubble, the DGHT algorithm can be used toreconstruct a two-dimensional shape. For the detection of ellipses, the DGHT determinesthe coordinates of the center point, the angle of rotation and the values on the semiaxes.The parameters are calculated and accumulated independently.
The DGHT gives good results for situations where the objects to be identified are welldistributed and not subjected to overlapping. Unfortunately, the method has one big draw-back. If the objects of interest have a high degree of overlap, the DGHT does not provideaccurate results. Connecting objects are regarded as a single component and the chosencurve is fitted to its area. This is in the case of dense bubble plumes, which usually occuras a result of relative high jet velocities. Only single bubbles located in the outer regionof the plume can be identified and quantified through this procedure.
Figure 5.5 shows a binarized image with detected bubbles for a jet velocity of 1.4 m/s.The detected bubbles were either approximated with circles or with ellipses. The radii
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of the detected bubbles were stored in an accumulation array. Figure 5.6 shows theprobability density function (PDF) of the bubble equivalent diameters from the analyzedimage. Results confirm the measurements described in Section 4.3.3 according to whichbubble equivalent diameters varied between 2 mm and 7 mm. Large diameter bubbles weremeasured mostly at the extremities of the bubble plume. They are assumed to be a resultof coalescence processes taking place at the lower end of the bubble plume, where bubbleswere found to have a longer residence time.
Figure 5.5: Image with detected bubbles
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Figure 5.6: Probability density function of the bubble diameter for the analyzed image
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5.2.2 Penetration depth results
Using image processing algorithms, the bubble plume was quantified in terms of penetrationdepth, width and spreading angle. Due to the highly turbulent nature of the phenomenon,the penetration depth of the bubble plume can not be strictly defined. Its lower limitfluctuates continually under constant inlet conditions. Therefore, one can not refer to thepenetration depth at a distinct moment, but a time average was calculated. Figure 5.7exemplifies the variation of the penetration depth for constant flow parameters.
Figure 5.7: Penetration depth variation for constant inlet conditions: v0 = 2.1 m/s andLj = 10 cm (Rej ≈ 13000)
The average penetration depth of the bubble plume was calculated for each of the experi-mental conditions given in Table 3.1. The images contained in each sequence were aver-aged after they were subjected to the image processing procedures previously described.In this manner, for each sequence an average penetration depth was obtained. To verifythe method of calculation, the probability density function (PDF) of the penetration depthwas also computed for each sequence. In Figure 5.8, the computed average penetrationdepths are compared against the maximum values of the corresponding PDF, respectively.The results are in agreement with one another, with a difference only reaching a maximumof 5 %.
In Figure 5.8, it can also be observed that the penetration depth exhibits a fluctuatingbehavior with the nozzle exit velocity. For lower nozzle exit velocities, the bubble plumewas dispersed and the bubbles traveled deeper into the tank under the jet momentum,whereas with increasing v0 the amount of entrained gas increased, leading to a diffusionof the jet momentum and, hence, to a reduction of the penetration depth.
Little or no importance was given to the influence of Lj on Hp in related publications.Correlations 2.22, 2.24 and 2.30 take into account only v0 and d0 for the prediction of Hp.
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Figure 5.8: Average penetration depth in comparison with the PDF of the penetrationdepth
In equation 2.29, the jet length is taken into account only as part of the jet impact velocity,vj. For the current experimental investigations, the variation of Hp with Lj for constant v0was found to be non-monotonous. As shown in Figure 5.9, the correlations given in theliterature predict either a linear increase of Hp with Lj or a constant Hp for a given v0and different variations of Lj. However, with the variation of Lj for constant v0 and, thus,the variation of the jet surface roughness, the jet diameter at the impact point dj and themomentum transfer from the jet into the pool ṗ vary, leading to a change of the bubbleplume dynamic characteristic
dj = d0 ·√v0vj , (5.3)
ṗ = ṁ · vj = π4 · d20 · v0 · ρl · vj. (5.4)
Ciborowski and Bin (1972) [16] assumed that the penetration depth of the bubble plumeis determined only by the momentum of the impinging jet. However, this can be provento be not entirely correct by means of a very simple consideration. A jet with the samemomentum is considered, i.e. same diameter and nozzle exit velocity, but with a longerlength. According to the results presented in Chapter 4, the amount of entrained gas shouldbe higher. Thus, the total buoyancy force of the entrained bubbles changes. Moreover, thepenetration depth of the plume was found to decrease with the increase of the amount ofentrained gas. Consequently, a momentum approach for the prediction of the penetrationdepth is insufficient. Suciu and Smigelschi (1976) [32] discussed in their work that onlyshort jet lengths influenced the penetration depth of the bubble plume. However, in thisstudy, it is clearly outlined that a reasonable approach for modeling the behavior of the
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Figure 5.9: Penetration depth variation with Lj for constant v0
penetration depth of the bubble plume would be to take into account the influence of bothv0 and Lj.
In addition, from equation 2.29 it can be inferred that for a constant jet velocity at theimpact point, a constant penetration depth is obtained. This can be disputed on basis ofa simple verification. The value of vj changes with Lj and v0, thus, the same jet impactvelocity can be obtained for more than two different nozzle exit velocities and jet lengths.Different values were measured for Hp in this study. Figure 5.10 shows the penetrationdepth values obtained for five distinct nozzle exit velocities and jet lengths, but constant jetimpact velocity: vj = 2.1 m/s. It can be noted that Hp was not constant for a constant valueof vj. The amount of entrained gas increases with both v0 and Lj, counteracting thus thejet momentum by buoyancy driven friction. The jet momentum into the pool also increaseswith v0. Hence, the two counteractive effects are responsible for the transient characteristicof the penetration depth. This finding disproves the correlation 2.29 found by Bin (1993)in his review.
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Figure 5.10: Penetration depth variation for constant vj
An empirical correlation was sought after, to predict the penetration depth of the bubbleplume as a function of both nozzle exit velocity, as well as jet length. In Figure 5.11,all penetration depths measured in this work are plotted in a three-dimensional form,dependent on v0 and Lj. It can be distinguished between two regions: low-velocity region,where the penetration depth first exhibits a maximum for low jet velocities and then dropsuntil the jet velocity reaches a value of approximately 2 m/s, corresponding to the high-velocity region. Once this value is reached, Hp starts increasing almost linearly. It isassumed that the different behavior of Hp along the two regions is a consequence of thetwo distinct entrainment mechanisms behind the phenomenon of entrainment, discussed inSection 3.2. Therefore, an empirical function consisting of two separate terms was chosento best model the penetration depth characteristic.
As previously shown, in the region corresponding to the low jet velocities, the entrainmentmechanism is ruled by the turbulence of the jet surface. The turbulence of the jet surfacevaries with Lj, which in its turn varies with v0. For this reason, Hp is considered to beinfluenced by both parameters and the corresponding term of the empirical function de-scribing this region was modeled as f1(v0, Lj). It was also shown previously (Section 3.2 thatwith increasing velocity the induction trumpet is responsible for entrainment occurrence.Therefore, the second term of the empirical function for the prediction of Hp for this regionis modeled as f2(v0).
It can also be seen in Figure 5.11 that the profile of the surface created by the Hp variationis close to a Gaussian distribution. Therefore, exponential functions were chosen for thesimulation of both entrainment regions. The general form of the correlation is given asfollows:
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Figure 5.11: Penetration depth variation over the entire experimental matrix as a functionof v0 and Lj
Hp = a · e−
(√(v0−b)2+(Lj−c)2
d
)2
+ f · e−( v0−gh )2 . (5.5)
The coefficients of the equation were fitted using the Surface Fit Toolbox available inMatlab. The best fit was found for the series: a = 11.8, b = 1.2, c = 0.3, d = 0.54,
f = 17.81, g = 3.288, h = 2.152. With these coefficients, 64% of the measured valueswere explained by the prediction.
It must be emphasized that Equation 5.5 is an empirical approximation, valid only for therange of parameters considered in this work (see Table 3.1). The unit for Hp is cm, while v0and Lj are considered in m/s and m, respectively. However, Equation 5.5 is not a physicalcorrelation and therefore no units can be defined for the calculated parameters best fittingthe equation. A physical correlation describing the behavior of the penetration with thevariation of jet velocity and length could be achieved if two separate correlations would beconsidered for the two separate entrainment regions. But, by using two separate functions,a uniform continuous transition of the penetration depth values between the two regionscan not be modeled. This is one of the main reasons for which no further modeling ofthe empirical function describing the variation of the penetration depth took place in thecurrent work.
A non-dimensional analysis of the penetration depth can also be obtained when Hp/d0 isrepresented against vj/vbt, similar to the predictions made by [36–38]. Figure 5.12 showssome of the results obtained in this representation.
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Figure 5.12: Non-dimensional representation of Hp against correlations from literature
The measured half angles of the spreading of the plume had values between 12.5◦ and 14◦.The non-dimensional penetration depth is overestimated in the correlations of Clanet andLasheras (1997) and Hahn et al. (2003), whereas the prediction made in the study of Chan-son and Cummings (1994) underestimates the values measured in the current experiments.Agreement, however, is found with correlation 2.28 for Lj = 5 cm.
Measured values of Hp as well as the values predicted by equation 5.5 are plotted againstvalues given by correlations available in the literature in Figure 5.13. The correlationswere also based on the fundamental parameters of gas entrainment: d0, v0, Lj and vj.
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Figure 5.13: Penetration depth variation with v0 and Lj. Comparison against predictionsfrom literature.
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In Figure 5.13, it is noticeable that for low jet velocities, for all jet lengths, the correlationsfrom related articles underestimate the penetration depth of the bubble plume. For Lj ≤10 cm, agreement with such correlations is obtained starting with a jet impact velocity ofvj = 2.2 m/s. Starting with vj = 2.5 m/s, for jet lengths between 10 cm and 20 cm theexperimental values obtained in this study are in agreement with correlations found inrelated publications.
A general trend was observed in this study. Low jet velocities (vj < 2 m/s) lead to a loweramount of gas being entrained. The bubble plumes formed under these circumstances areusually rarefied and so the buoyancy of the bubbles is overcome by the jet momentum,leading to a higher penetration depth. With an increase of the jet velocity, the gas fractiontransported into the pool also increases, leading to a decline in the penetration depthvalues of the bubble plume. Until the jet velocity reaches a value of approximately 2.5 m/s,Hp values drop. The jet velocity vj = 2.5 m/s represents a turning point in the behavior ofHp. This characteristic is validated by the existence of two distinct mechanisms responsiblefor gas entrainment, as described in Section 3.2.
To obtain relevant numerical information regarding flow patterns developed under an im-pinging jet, as well as bubble size distributions and bubble plume penetration depth vari-ations with the jet velocity and jet length, a combined numerical and experimental studywas carried out by Qu et al. [68]. This was done in cooperation with the author. Two differ-ent numerical approaches were investigated, namely the mixture model approach and theinterface-tracking approach using the level-set technique with the standard two-equationturbulence model. Both used numerical models resorted to the standard k − ε model forturbulence to predict the plume penetration depth and its deformation, as well as liquidvelocities and gas concentrations below the surface. A comparison between the two mul-tiphase models was conducted against experimental data presented earlier in this work.Figure 5.14 shows a comparison between the experimental and the modeling results re-garding the penetration depth of the bubble plume.
Visible differences were observed as to the jet instability, free surface deformation andsubsequent gas bubble entrainment, where the interface tracking approach was found tobe more accurate. In accordance with experimental observations, CFD results support thenotion that the jet with the higher flow rate is more susceptible to surface instabilitiesand entrains more bubbles. This reflects, in turn, a smaller penetration depth as a resultof the momentum diffusion from the increased bubble concentration and the generatedfluctuations.
In general, the two numerical techniques investigated, grasp the global characteristicsof impinging liquid jets and differences between results are attributed to the differentalgorithms and computational times needed for the simulations.
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Figure 5.14: Jet penetration depth against jet impact velocity [68]. Comparison betweenmodeling results and experimental results.
Similar experiments regarding the penetration depth of the bubble plume were carried outat the University of Applied Sciences Zittau/Görlitz as part of a close collaboration ofthe two research centers during the partnership on a joint project. A comparison betweenresults obtained in this study and results obtained at the University of Zittau/Görlitz ispresented in Appendix A.
5.3 Conclusions
Chapter 5 describes results regarding the penetration depth of bubble plumes assessed byemploying high-speed imaging techniques. The experimental matrix and the parameters aredescribed in Section 3.1.1. Digital image processing methods were implemented to extractinformation regarding the plume penetration depth and spreading angle. For this purpose,methods like image contrast stretching, background subtraction and image binarizationwere used for processing each image of the recorded sequences. It was observed, during theexperiments, that the penetration depth of the bubble plume fluctuates strongly over time.Therefore, after the digital image processing operations were performed, time averaging wasapplied for each experimental condition, for an accurate quantification of the penetrationdepth and the spreading angle of the bubble plume.
The penetration depth of the bubble plume shows a fluctuating behavior with the variationof both nozzle exit velocity and jet length, in contradiction with predictions found in relatedpublications. When plotted against vj, a general trend is revealed. The penetration depthhas maximum values for small jet impact velocities. These values drop with increasing vj,until vj reaches values situated in the range of 2 m/s to 2.5 m/s. Subsequently, a linear
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increase of Hp with vj was registered. This behavior can be attributed to the existenceof two distinct entrainment mechanisms, as described in Section 3.2. For low nozzle exitvelocities, jet surface disturbances are responsible for the occurrence of gas entrainment.A low quantity of gas is entrained, as also shown in Chapter 4. Plumes formed under thesecircumstances are rarefied, allowing the momentum of the jet to overcome the buoyancyof the bubbles. With increasing nozzle exit velocity, entrainment occurs as a result of thesecond entrainment mechanism. It leads to an increase in the quantity of entrained gas.In this case, the buoyancy of the entrained gas bubbles counteracts the jet momentum,causing a decrease in the penetration depth of the bubble plume.
The observed rarefied plumes had a low degree of bubble overlap. This allowed for indi-vidual bubble recognition and characterization using image processing algorithms. Thus,bubble sizes were observed to vary between 2 mm and 7 mm with Eötvös numbers rangingfrom 0.03 to 1.6, partly corresponding to nearly spherical bubbles (Eo ≈ 1).
A three-dimensional plot of the penetration depth as a function of jet exit velocity and jetlength shows a characteristic similar to a Gaussian distribution. Therefore, for simulationpurposes, an exponential function consisting of two separate terms was modeled. The firstterm was assigned to Hp values obtained for jet exit velocities smaller than 2 m/s and is afunction of v0 and Lj, while the second term models the penetration depth variation obtainedfor higher jet exit velocities and is a function of v0, according to the characteristics of thesecond mechanism of entrainment. A set of coefficients was obtained for the definition ofthe function which best simulated the penetration depth characteristic. The function is onlyvalid for the set of parameters used in this study. It serves to show that, in contradiction
with available data, the penetration depth of the bubble plume does not have a uniform
linear behavior. It must be emphasized, that the function obtained here is an empirical
one. A physical correlation for the description of the penetration depth variation could bemodeled for each of the individual regions. This, however, would not ensure a continuoustransition of the values between the two entrainment regions. 64% of the measured valuesare covered by the following equation found in this section of the work
Hp = 11.8 · e
−

√(v0 − ve)2 + (Lj − 0.3)20.5

2
+ 17.8 · e−
(v0 − 3.32.15 )2 .
The influence of the jet diameter on the penetration depth of the bubble plume was notinvestigated in this work. However, similar experiments were carried out on a large scale aspart of joint project with the University of Applied Sciences Zittau/Görlitz. Their findingsshow that for the considered range of parameters, a slight variation of the jet diameter
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does not influence the entrainment characteristics. Nevertheless, it is recommended thatfurther investigations regarding the influence of the jet diameter in correlation with theother parameters relevant for gas entrainment be carried out.
Chapter 6
Liquid velocity fields under the
impinging jet
6.1 Overview
Complementary to the gas entrainment parameters investigated in the previous chapters,the current chapter addresses the general mixing and turbulence characteristics of the twophases. Therefore, the distribution of liquid velocity fields was studied for both single-and two-phase flow conditions. The measurement technique employed here was ParticleImage Velocimetry (PIV). PIV is a non-intrusive measuring technique and one of the mostsuccessful measurement methods that has emerged in the past two decades [69, 70]. Theprinciple of PIV consists in seeding the flow with tracer particles and measuring theirdisplacement in the flow during a short time interval.
Here, it is differentiated between two regions of measurement: the first region was locatedat and around the jet axis beneath the free surface, while the second region was surround-ing the first region. Instantaneous- as well as time averaged liquid velocity fields weremeasured. The turbulence kinetic energy was also investigated.
The experimental results were used to validate numerical simulations carried out by avisiting fellow scientist from abroad. It is known that for CFD, impinging jets still representa challenging topic. The study of turbulence in two-phase flows represents one domainwhere experimental, numerical and theoretical work is extensively being done nowadays[49, 64, 71–75].
The numerical simulations were performed using ANSYS-CFX 12.0. The k− ε turbulencemodel was applied for the continuous liquid phase, while a laminar flow regime was consid-ered for the gaseous phase. Both two- and three-dimensional simulations were performed100
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for single phase flow, while for two-phase flow conditions only two-dimensional simulationswere performed, due to the limitations of the required CPU time.
6.2 Instrumentation and experimental apparatus
The experimental apparatus consisted of a flow system, an optical system and a dataacquisition system. A diagram of the experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 6.1.The experiments were performed in the same geometry as described in Section 3.1.1. Thesame Plexiglas pipe (50 cm length and 1.6 cm diameter) was used as a nozzle for the jetinlet, corresponding to the WMS experiments. Furthermore, deionized water was used.The water was seeded with PMMA Rhodamine B fluorescent particles with a density of1.016 g/cm3 and equivalent diameter of approximately 20 µm. The tracer particles weresmall enough to accurately follow the fluid motion. They did not alter the fluid propertiesor flow characteristics. Throughout the measurements, the homogeneous distribution ofthe particles was assured by the mixing phenomenon itself. A twin Nd:YAG high-energy(400 mJ) pulsed laser was used as an illumination source of the seeded flow. The Nd:YAGlaser emits light with a wavelength of 532 nm. With its very short pulse duration of 8 ns,it was suited to illuminate flows without any limitation on the flow speed. The PIV-laserconsisted of two separate lasers firing independently at an adjustable pulse separation.Therefore, the time separation could be freely optimized for the experimental conditions.Different aspects regarding PIV measurements were discussed in greater detail in [73].
The laser was equipped with sheet optics, which converted the originally circular-shapedlaser beam into a thin sheet. A vertical divergent light sheet was generated and used toilluminate the entire measured cross-section of the tank. The light sheet was aligned withthe center of the tank. A charge-coupled device (CCD) camera with an optical resolution of1376× 1040 pixel2 and a maximum frequency of 5 Hz was used to record image sequencesof the illuminated flow. The camera was operated in double frame/double exposure mode.A high-pass optical filter was used, to ensure that only the scattered laser light from theparticles reached the CCD and to suppress unwanted background light.
Camera calibration was performed prior to the measurements. Camera parameters weredetermined using a set of images with known coordinates. Image analysis was performedusing the software DaVis 7.2 provided by LaVision and post-processing tools were devel-oped using the PIVMat Toolbox developed for Matlab. The timing of laser pulses, cameratriggering and data acquisition, as well as triggering of external devices were controlledvia DaVis 7.2.
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Figure 6.1: Experimental arrangement for PIV measurements
The experimental test matrix is given in Table 6.1. It contained four different jet lengthsand six distinct nozzle exit velocities. For the given range of nozzle exit velocities, thenozzle Reynolds numbers varied between 7.000 and 12.300. Since the critical Reynoldsnumber for pipes is 4.000 and given that the nozzle length to diameter ratio, l/d0, waslarger than 30, fully developed turbulence was assumed at the nozzle exit.
XXXXXXXXXXXv0 [m/s] Lj [cm] 0 5 7.5 101 Exp. 1.1 Exp. 1.2 Exp. 1.3 Exp. 1.41.2 Exp. 2.1 Exp. 2.2 Exp. 2.3 Exp. 2.41.4 Exp. 3.1 Exp. 3.2 Exp. 3.3 Exp. 3.41.6 Exp. 4.1 Exp. 4.2 Exp. 4.3 Exp. 4.41.8 Exp. 5.1 Exp. 5.2 Exp. 5.3 Exp. 5.42 Exp. 6.1 Exp. 6.2 Exp. 6.3 Exp. 6.4
Table 6.1: PIV Experimental matrix
For each experimental case, a sequence of 100 PIV images was recorded over a totalmeasurement period of 40 s. Instantaneous- as well as mean-flow field information wasobtained from the recordings.
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6.3 Experimental results
6.3.1 Data processing methodology
The experiments were divided into single- and two-phase flow investigations. The single-phase flow conditions were achieved by setting the free falling jet length to zero (Lj = 0 cm).This condition ensured that no gas was entrained. In the single-phase flow measurements(Exp. 1.1 to Exp. 6.1), both the impingement region, as well as the recirculation zone wereinvestigated, covering an area of approximately 20 cm × 25 cm beneath the free surface.Two-phase flow conditions were generated as soon as Lj > 0 cm and v0 ≥ 1.2 m/s, whengas entrainment occurs. In these cases, only the recirculation zone between the bubbleplume and the side wall of the tank was quantified. The shear region in the vicinity of theplume covered a domain of approximately 12 cm × 25 cm. Dense bubble plumes obstructthe laser light and particles and bubbles overlap so that a quantification of the flow fieldfor both phases is rather difficult and erroneous.
All acquired image sequences were first processed using DaVis 7.2. Standard Fast-FourierTransform (FFT) based cross-correlation with multiple-pass iteration and decreasing win-dow size with 50% overlap (initial window size 64 × 64 pixel2) was applied. Prior to thecross-correlation, images were filtered to discriminate between phases. An area of interest(AOI) was selected for each recording. The AOI was subdivided into small interrogationwindows and cross-correlation was performed on a cluster of particles within each interro-gation window between two consecutive frames. The correlation produced a signal peak,identifying the common particle displacement. A velocity map of the AOI was obtained byrepeating cross-correlation for each interrogation window. For two-phase flow conditionswith relatively large void fraction concentration, the plume was masked out of the AOI.
By knowing the particle displacement and the selected separation time between laserpulses, instantaneous- as well as time-averaged velocity fields were obtained from therecorded data. Using this processing technique, the window shift and the spatial resolutionof the vectors were improved, with fewer erroneous vectors produced. Results were usedfor the analysis of the flow structure and turbulence fluctuations. Figure 6.2 shows anexample of a raw recorded image and the selected AOI.
6.3.2 Liquid velocity fields
As previously mentioned, while measuring it was distinguished between single-phase flowconditions (Lj = 0 cm or v0 < 1.2 m/s and Lj 6= 0 cm) and two-phase flow conditions(v0 ≥ 1.2 m/s and Lj 6= 0 cm). For single-phase flow situations, an area including the direct
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Figure 6.2: Raw PIV multiphase image for Exp. 6.2 with marked AOI (red rectangle)
region under the impingement domain was analyzed. An example of the computed velocityfields in the underwater jet impingement area is shown in Figure 6.3 for Exp. 2.1. Figure6.3.a shows the instantaneous vector field for one image, while Figure 6.3.b shows thetime-averaged velocity field over the entire measurement duration of 40 s. The turbulentcharacteristic of the phenomenon is evidentiated here. The instantaneous velocity fieldhas an asymmetrical distribution. It can also be noted that the instantaneous velocity waslocally higher than the time-averaged velocity. On the other hand, time-averaged velocityfields are coherent and uniformly distributed along the jet axial and radial direction.
Each processed image contains information about each instantaneous velocity vector, U.Each vector consists of two components: ux(x, y) - representing the velocity along the radialdirection (X-axis) and uy(x, y) - representing the velocity along the axial direction (Y-axis).The time-averaged velocity is calculated as
U =√U2x + U2y. (6.1)
Ux and Uy represent the time-averaged velocities along the X- and Y-axis and are givenby
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a b
Figure 6.3: Instantaneous (a) and time averaged liquid velocity field (b) on the jet cen-terline for v0 = 1.2 m/s and Lj = 0 cm
Ux(x, y) = 1N∑ ux,i(x, y) (6.2a)Uy(x, y) = 1N∑ uy,i(x, y) (6.2b)
The instantaneous and mean velocities are used to calculate the fluctuating velocity, whichis needed to further calculate the turbulence kinetic energy of the flow. The averagefluctuating velocity is calculated as
U′ = 1N∑(Ui − U) (6.3)
The analyzed structure of the flow showed the existence of two vortices in the recirculationzone. However, for test cases without gas entrainment only one vortex was observed in thetwo-dimensional measurement plane. The vortex is generated as the fluid adheres to solidboundaries, represented here by the walls of the tank. The vortex was located between the
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bottom and the wall of the tank. The second vortex was identified only for two-phase flowsituations. It was situated at a short depth under the free surface, between the impingementregion of the jet and the tank wall. Its presence is due to bubbles escaping the bubbleplume and traveling towards the free surface. It is expected that these vortices improveand contribute to the transport of mass and energy in the recirculation region. An exampleof the velocity field distribution in the shear region outside the bubble plume is presentedin Figure 6.4 for both single- and two-phase flow conditions.
a. Exp. 1.2 b. Exp. 6.2
Figure 6.4: Averaged velocity fields outside the plume for single- (a) and two-phase flow(b)
The radial profiles of the radial and axial averaged velocities (Ux and Uy) normalized to thejet nozzle exit velocity, v0, are presented for different experimental conditions in Figures6.5, 6.6, 6.7. Axial and radial distances were normalized by d0. For simplification, thevelocity profiles were presented in these figures only at three specific depths under thewater surface. As expected, the radial components of the mean velocity, Ux, were close tozero over the measured domain, while the axial ones, Uy, displayed a power-law profiletypical for fully-developed pipe flow conditions.
For experiments with gas entrainment, liquid velocity fields were assessed only in the regionoutside the bubble plume. The area in the immediate region near the plume was selected,as exemplified in Figure 6.2. Figures 6.8 to 6.13 show the radial distribution of radial-and axial velocities for three nozzle exit velocities at three distinct depths beneath the freesurface. The presence of the two recirculation vortices, exemplified in Figure 6.4, can benoticed in these diagrams as well. The lower vortex is especially well pictured at depth
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Figure 6.5: Distribution of radial and axial time-averaged normalized velocities over thetank cross-section for Exp. 2.1 (Lj = 0 cm and v0 = 1.2 m/s)
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Figure 6.6: Distribution of radial and axial time-averaged normalized velocities over thetank cross-section for Exp. 4.1 (Lj = 0 cm and v0 = 1.6 m/s)
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Figure 6.7: Distribution of radial and axial time-averaged normalized velocities over thetank cross-section for Exp. 6.1 (Lj = 0 cm and v0 = 2m/s)
y = 250 mm where the change of the velocity sign is evident, whereas the upper vortexis better noticeable at y = 50mm for experiments with higher velocities, as illustrated inFigure 6.9 and 6.10.
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Figure 6.9: Distribution of radial and axial time-averaged normalized velocities outsidethe bubble plume for Exp. 4.4 (Lj = 10 cm and v0 = 1.6 m/s)
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Figure 6.8: Distribution of radial and axial time-averaged normalized velocities outsidethe bubble plume for Exp. 2.4 (Lj = 10 cm and v0 = 1.2 m/s)
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Figure 6.10: Distribution of radial and axial time-averaged normalized velocities outsidethe bubble plume for Exp. 6.4 (Lj = 10 cm and v0 = 2m/s)
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Figure 6.11: Distribution of radial and axial time-averaged normalized velocities outsidethe bubble plume for Exp. 2.2 (Lj = 5 cm and v0 = 1.2 m/s)
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Figure 6.12: Distribution of radial and axial time-averaged normalized velocities outsidethe bubble plume for Exp. 4.2 (Lj = 5 cm and v0 = 1.6 m/s)
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Figure 6.13: Distribution of radial and axial time-averaged normalized velocities outsidethe bubble plume for Exp. 6.2 (Lj = 5 cm and v0 = 2m/s)
6.3.3 Turbulence kinetic energy
The mean turbulence kinetic energy is defined as
K = 12
(U′x2 + U′y2 + U′z2) . (6.4)
Where U′x, U′y and U′z represent the averaged components of the fluctuating velocity alongthe axes.
According to observations discussed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, it was considered that theplume, developed under the free surface, has an axisymmetric character. It was assumedtherefore, that the flow inside the tank is axisymmetric. Since only two-dimensional PIVmeasurements were performed, the flow was considered to be symmetrical in both horizon-tal and azimuthal direction. Therefore, the third component of the fluctuating velocity isconsidered to be equal to the one in radial direction.
Figure 6.14 presents the turbulence kinetic energy for the same experimental conditionsas in Figure 6.3. It is noticeable that the turbulence minimum in the immediate area ofimpingement was located in the jet core.
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Figure 6.14: Turbulence kinetic energy distribution on the jet centerline
The turbulence measurement is the combination of the turbulence effect in the flow and thefluctuating velocity components caused by relative motion between the measurement volumeand the velocity gradients in the flow. The shear layer surrounding the jet is a region ofintense velocity fluctuations (Figure 6.3.a) with maximum values located in the region ofhighest mean velocity gradients. Similar to other complex turbulent flows, turbulence isanisotropic with the relative magnitude of the normal stresses changing along the flow.Large effects of the flow distortion on the turbulence structure were noted. This behavioris associated with the interaction between normal stresses and normal strains.
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Figure 6.15: Mean turbulence kinetic energy distribution for Exp. 2.2 (Lj = 5 cm andv0 = 1.2 m/s)
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Figure 6.16: Mean turbulence kinetic energy distribution for Exp. 4.2 (Lj = 5 cm andv0 = 1.6 m/s)
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Figure 6.17: Mean turbulence kinetic energy distribution for Exp. 6.2 (Lj = 5 cm andv0 = 2m/s)
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Figure 6.18: Mean turbulence kinetic energy distribution for Exp. 2.4 (Lj = 10 cm andv0 = 1.2 m/s)
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Figure 6.19: Mean turbulence kinetic energy distribution for Exp. 4.4 (Lj = 10 cm andv0 = 1.6 m/s)
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Figure 6.20: Mean turbulence kinetic energy Distribution for Exp. 6.4 (Lj = 10 cm andv0 = 2m/s)
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6.3.4 Measurement accuracy
The global measurement accuracy in PIV is a combination of a variety of aspects extendingfrom the recording process to the methods of evaluation [73]. The correct choice of seedingparticles is critical to the successful execution of PIV. Particle size, composition, density,shape and concentration are important factors when selecting the tracer particles. Smallerdiameter particles are associated with a higher frequency response and a greater abilityto follow rapid flow fluctuations. On the other hand, bubbles present in the light sheetrepresented a problem. These reflected most of the light and created shadows in the lightsheet direction. The laser light was obstructed by the bubbles and the tracer particlesbehind the bubbles were not illuminated properly, as it can be observed in Figure 6.2.For the implementation of PIV in multiphase flow measurements, phase discrimination wasnecessary. Therefore, fluorescent particles were used in these experiments. The fluorescentparticles absorbed some of the excited discrete light and emitted, apart from the normalreflection, light with a higher wavelength. A high-pass optical filter guaranteed that onlythe light emitted by the particles at a higher wavelength was captured by the CCD of thecamera.
The probability density function (PDF) of the vector fields was computed in DaVis, to checkthe peak locking effect. The average values of the peak lock in these experiments werefound to be maximum 0.01 and particle sizes were in the range of 1.5 pixel.
The processing method was another key factor for reducing the error of the measurements.Cross-correlation was used with multi-pass processing and a total number of six iterationswith decreasing interrogation window size. In this manner, the window shift was improvedand vectors were computed more accurately. This method allowed for the use of a muchsmaller final interrogation window size than it would have been possible without adaptivewindow shifting.
The overall error in the measurements was assessed by comparing results between distinctrecordings made for constant flow conditions. Figure 6.21 exemplifies the fluctuationsobtained in velocity fields from three distinct runs under constant flow conditions (Exp.1.2). The calculated standard deviation of the measured data sets lies in the range of 4%of the average value.
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Figure 6.21: Measurement error for Exp. 1.2 (v0 = 1 m/s and Lj = 5 cm) at y = 100 mmunder the free surface
6.4 Validation of CFD simulation results by experimental results
To this point, the quantification of liquid velocity fields under the free surface has beenpresented. Both instantaneous- and time-averaged liquid velocity fields were obtainedby employing a measuring technique based on a PIV system. The experimental resultswere used for the validation of numerical simulations carried out within the frame of acooperation with a visiting scientist from abroad [76].
It is known that for CFD impinging jets still represent a challenging topic. The study ofturbulence in two-phase flows represents one domain where experimental, numerical andtheoretical work is currently extensively being done [49, 64, 71–75]. A correct descriptionof closure laws for drag, lift and virtual mass forces is of great importance for the numericalsimulation of bubbly flows.
The impact area between the jet and the free surface of the pool is viewed as most criticalwith respect to CFD. It was previously shown that a complex interaction between surfacewaves and turbulence leads to gas entrainment. These phenomena occur on very smallscales. Up to now, it has not been possible to resolve all relevant scales in one simulationdue to limited computational resources. Therefore, for the simulations carried out by Zi-douni et al. [77], all phenomena above the pool surface were excluded. The focus was seton the development of the flow field below the free surface.
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The numerical simulations were performed by a visiting scientist using ANSYS-CFX 12.0.The k − ε turbulence model was applied for the continuous liquid phase, while a laminarflow regime was considered for the gaseous phase. Once again, all phenomena over the freesurface were omitted. This study was carried out previous to the measurements presentedin Chapter 4. A jet containing a known void fraction, in accordance with equation 2.17,was injected into the water pool. The entrainment rate used for simulations varied thusbetween 5% and 13%, in accordance with each experimental condition. The mathematicalmodeling of the flow, as well as the geometries used for simulation, interfacial forces andthe turbulence modeling are described in detail in Zidouni et al. (2012) [77].
Both two- and three-dimensional simulations were performed for single phase flow, whilefor two-phase flow conditions only 2D simulations were performed, due to the limitationsof the required CPU time. Azimuthal symmetry around the jet axis was assumed in thesimulations, in accordance with previous observations [49].
Five axial positions were chosen for the comparison of simulation and experimental re-sults. Figure 6.22 presents the radial distribution of the axial velocity obtained fromboth experiments and simulations for a single phase flow case. Also here, both two- andthree-dimensional simulations generated results in conformity with empirical results. Thedifferences between simulation and experimental results are insignificant. As expected,maximum liquid velocity values are found on the jet centerline.
The decay of the liquid velocity on the jet centerline for the same experimental conditionis shown Figure 6.23. It is remarkable that in the immediate region of the free surfacevelocity gradients are high. With increasing axial distance the velocity gradients decrease.The liquid velocity decreases slowly, reaching minimum values close to the bottom of thetank. Differences with a maximum range ±20 cm/s were observed between simulation andexperimental results.
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Figure 6.23: Decay of the averaged axial velocity on the jet centerline for v0 = 1.2 m/sand Lj = 0 cm
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Figure 6.22: Radial distribution of the axial velocity at five different axial position underthe free surface for v0 = 1.2 m/s and Lj = 0 cm
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Mean turbulence characteristics of the liquid phase are presented in Figure 6.24. It canbe observed that, in the near region of the free surface, turbulence kinetic energy valuesdrop when near the jet core, in accordance with previous observations (6.14). The behaviorwas well captured by both two- and three-dimensional simulations. Simulations slightlyunderestimated the maximum values of the turbulence kinetic energy, with highest devia-tions reaching as high as 25%. A better correlation between experimental and simulationresults was found in the near region of the bottom of the tank. This can be explained by thegrowing anisotropy of the turbulence in the deeper regions, where small vortices appearas a result of the reversed flow induced by the bottom of the tank, captured properly in thesimulations.
Figure 6.25 shows the velocity field developed outside the bubble plume under the influenceof the entrained bubbles. Calculations were carried out for the flow conditions correspond-ing to Exp. 6.2. It was observed that in the wake of bubbles liquid is dragged towards thefree surface. Bubble entrainment was observed to suppress liquid phase mean velocitiesand to enhance streamwise fluctuations. An increase in the population of entrained bubbleswith the depth leads to an increase of the mean axial velocity.
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Figure 6.24: Radial distribution of the turbulence kinetic energy at five different axialposition under the free surface for v0 = 1.2 m/s and Lj = 0 cm
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Figure 6.25: Radial distribution of the averaged axial velocity outside the plume at fivedifferent axial position under the free surface for Exp. 6.2 (v0 = 2 m/s and Lj = 5 cm) andtwo constant gas concentrations
Qualitative comparisons between experimental and simulation results are detailed in [76,77]. The quantitative differences noticed between simulation and experiment concern, in
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particular, the inlet boundary conditions. These have a major influence on the generation ofgas entrainment. Therefore, future work should focus on the proper modeling of jet surfaceinstabilities which lead to the occurrence of gas entrainment. Also, by using proper turbu-lence models discrepancies between experimental and simulation results can be prevented.This is shown in [76], where a comparison between the k−ε and the SSG-RSM (Speziale,Sarkar, Gatski of Reynolds Stresses Turbulent Model), together with experimental resultsis presented. It was found that the results obtained using the latter turbulence model arecloser to the experimental results presented in this work. Zidouni et al. (2011) [76] give adetailed description of the simulation approach.
6.5 Conclusions
PIV was used for the assessment and analysis of liquid velocity fields developed inside thetest tank as a result of jet impingement. A commercial optical and data acquisition systemprovided by LaVision was used for this purpose. Fluorescent tracer particles were usedto track the flow. The tracer particles were small enough to accurately follow the fluidmotion. Also, they did not alter the fluid properties or flow characteristics. Image analysiswas performed using the software DaVis 7.2 provided by LaVision and post-processing toolswere developed using the PIVMat Toolbox developed for Matlab. For each experimentalcondition velocity fields were assessed using cross-correlation.
During experiments it was distinguished between single-phase and two-phase flow situa-tions. Results contained instantaneous- as well as time-averaged flow information. Radialtime-averaged velocities were close to zero for both single- and two-phase flow conditions,while axial time-averaged velocities displayed a power law profile, typical for fully devel-oped flow conditions. Two recirculating vortices were found in the flow. One was situatedin the near region of the tank bottom. It was generated as a result of the water adheringto the wall of the tank and the flow being confined by the tank bottom, generating a re-verse flow. The second vortex was present only for two-phase flow cases and was locatedbetween the wall of the tank and the free surface. It was generated as a result of bubblesrising towards the free surface. The upper vortex trapped bubbles by centrifugal actionand enhanced their transportation towards the surface.
Bubble entrainment was found to suppress liquid phase mean velocities and to enhancefluctuations in the streamwise direction. This was reflected in the distribution of theturbulence kinetic energy. The turbulence kinetic energy has maximum values near thejet, as well as in the region of the vortices, as a result of the acceleration of the liquidsurrounding the rising bubbles to compensate for the reduction of available flow area.
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The experimental results were used for the validation of CFD-codes, developed by a visitingscientist from abroad. The numerical simulations were performed using ANSYS-CFX 12.0.A jet containing a known void fraction was injected into the water pool. Due to the factthat the simulations were performed prior to the measurements presented in Chapter 4,the entrainment rate used for simulations was varied between 5% and 13%, according toequation 2.17. The mathematical modeling of the flow, as well as the geometries usedfor simulation, interfacial forces and the turbulence modeling were described in detail inZidouni et al. (2012) [76].
Similar to the experiments, the radial distribution of the axial velocity for a single phase flowwas assessed at five axial positions. It was observed that, both two- and three-dimensionalsimulations generated results in conformity with empirical results, with insignificant differ-ences. As expected, maximum liquid velocity values are found on the jet centerline.
Comparisons for two-phase flow conditions were also carried out. Qualitative results aredetailed in [76, 77]. The quantitative differences noticed between simulation and experimentconcern, in particular, the inlet boundary conditions. Due to their major influence on thegeneration of gas entrainment, it is recommended that future work should focus on theproper modeling of jet surface instabilities. It was shown in a later study [76] that, byusing proper turbulence models discrepancies between experimental and simulation resultscan be prevented. Zidouni et al. (2011) [76] give a detailed description of the simulationapproach.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and outlook
The phenomenon of gas entrainment as a result of a liquid jet impinging onto the free surfaceof a tank filled with water was investigated using different experimental approaches for thepurpose of establishing an experimental database for the development and validation ofCFD codes. The test sections were designed in a manner that enabled several experimentaltechniques to be employed. Consequently, measurement techniques with high spatial andtemporal resolution, in accordance with CFD codes requirements, were employed.
High-speed imaging was applied for characterizing the flow structure developed under thefree surface. Gas entrainment was found to take place as soon as the jet velocity at theimpact point overcame a certain velocity, also referred to as inception velocity. In thiswork, it was observed that gas entrainment first occurs for
ve = 1.2 m/s ,
irrespective of the jet diameter and length, for the tested cases. This is in contradiction withprevious observations presented in related publications. The gas entrainment occurrencecan generally be described using one empirical correlation for impinging liquid jets ofdiameters of 0.6 cm and 1.6 cm, as follows
Wej = 0.0143 · Re0.9975j .
It was also observed that the bubble plume, formed as a result of impingement, consists oftwo distinct regions: an inner region with high turbulence and fine freely dispersed bubblesand an outer region, where larger bubbles rise towards the free surface. Two entrainmentmechanisms are responsible for the onset of gas entrainment. The first mechanism occurs
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for low velocity jets, due to turbulence present at the nozzle and as a result of the inertialforces. Gas is entrained due to the incapability of the pool surface to follow the undulationsdeveloped on the jet surface. It was also found that with increasing jet velocity the surfaceof the jet becomes rougher. This is caused by the interfacial shear stress. The undulationson the jet surface are damped and stretched with an increase of the jet length. The secondmechanism of entrainment is encountered for high jet velocities and consists of a gasmeniscus formed around the jet at the impinging point. Gas continues to break through itsbottom. First digital pictures to prove the two observed mechanisms are presented in thiswork. These observations are validated by means of ultrafast X-ray computed tomography,which is an innovative non-intrusive measurement technique. Using ultrafast X-ray imagingit was possible to capture the gas meniscus formed around the jet at the point of impact.It was observed that the induction trumpet does not have a complete annular form duringimpingement. Its form is complete only to a degree of approximately 50% in average. Itcan be assumed here that the distortions in the form and characteristics of the inductiontrumpet are due to a combination of the jet surface roughness and the induction trumpetitself.
From the high-speed observations quantitative information regarding the bubble plumewas also acquired in terms of: penetration depth, width and spreading angle. These areimportant parameters, valuable for mass transfer and energy dissipation calculations. Thepenetration depth of the bubble plume fluctuates continuously, so that for every experimen-tal condition an average was built using image processing methods. For rarefied bubbleplumes, occurring for smaller jet velocities, the penetration depth is higher than for densebubble plumes obtained as a result of high velocity jets. The averaged penetration depth ofthe bubble plume has a fluctuating behavior. It decreases with an increase in jet velocity,until vj reaches velocities ranging from 2 m/s to 2.5 m/s when the mechanism responsiblefor gas entrainment also changes. After this turning point, it starts increasing again withthe jet velocity. This characteristic observed throughout the experimental matrix is newand does not correspond with predictions found in related publications, according to whichthe penetration depth should increase linearly with the jet velocity. To model this behavior,a mathematical correlation was found as a function of jet velocity and length. However,a physical approach was difficult, due to the complexity of the data set. Nevertheless, itmust be emphasized that the experiments presented within this work are reproducible.
The entrainment rate is the most important parameter for characterizing gas entrainment.Measurements based on two wire-mesh sensors were performed for its assessment. Theentrained gas fraction, as well as gas velocities were measured at three different axialpositions under the water surface for various combinations of jet exit velocities, jet lengthsand immersion depths of the sensors.
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It was found that the amount of entrained gas increases with the jet velocity and alsowith the jet length. The experiments confirmed the visual observations reported in Section3.2. According to these, gas is entrained at the boundary of the jet. The entrained gasfraction has an annular distribution around the jet axis, with maximum values situated in theregion corresponding to the jet boundary and minimum values corresponding to the jet core.Bubbles with a diameter ranging from 3 mm to 5 mm diameter have the highest contributionto the integral entrained void fraction. Gas velocities have a Gaussian distribution overthe measured cross-section.
The entrainment rate was calculated as an integral over the entrained volumetric gasfraction. It was found to increase linearly with both v0 and Lj. For constant inlet conditionsand distinct axial positions, the entrainment rate was nearly constant. A discrepancy wasfound between results obtained in this study and correlations found in related articles. Theentrainment rate calculated here is a few times smaller than predicted in literature. Theentrainment rate was modeled as a function of the nozzle exit velocity and jet length
Re = v0.0760 · L0.035j + C .
Results were validated by means of dual-plane ultrafast X-ray computed tomography. Voidfraction distributions and velocity profiles were found to follow a trend similar to previousresults given by WMSs. However, significant differences were found between the resultssupplied by the two measuring techniques. It was found that the WMS overestimates thequantity of entrained gas and also decelerated bubbles in their movement between the twosensors. Nevertheless, the entrainment rate results obtained using this technique show thatthe two effects of the WMSs on the flow nearly balanced out. Differences of up to 20% werefound between the measured entrainment rates, while differences to correlations found inscientific articles were approximately up to four to six times smaller. Differences obtainedbetween the results delivered by the two experimental techniques can be attributed to theirstructural characteristics (intrusive versus non-intrusive measuring technique), as well asto the distinct geometries of the experimental setups.
Since the experimental apparatus was constructed for only one jet diameter, no directconclusion can be drawn to its effect on the entrainment rate. Therefore, future experimentsare recommended for observations regarding the influence of d0 on the quantity of entrainedgas.
The flow structure of the continuous phase was evaluated by means of PIV. Instantaneous aswell as time-averaged liquid velocity fields were measured. Axial time-averaged velocitiesdisplay a power law profile, typical for fully developed flow conditions. Two recirculatingvortices were found in the flow: one occurs as a result of the water adhering to the wall
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of the tank and the flow being confined by the bottom of the tank, while the second oneis generated in the wake of rising bubbles. Bubble entrainment was found to suppressliquid phase mean velocities and to enhance fluctuations in the streamwise direction. As aresult, the turbulence kinetic energy has maximum values near the area of the jet, as wellas the vortices, as a result of the acceleration of the liquid surrounding the rising bubblesto compensate for the reduction of available flow area.
Last but not least, experimental results were compared against CFD results, achievedduring several collaborations between the author and external scientists. It was shownthat the experimental data provides a good basis not only for qualitative comparisons, butalso for quantitative correlation.
One of the goals of this study was to deliver high resolution experimental data suited for thedevelopment and validation of CFD codes. In this particular case, the generation of CFDcodes for predicting reactor behavior in different safety issues was of interest. The codesmust, therefore, have a high confidence level. Accordingly, the development of methodsfor comparisons between experimental results and CFD simulations was considered asintegral part of this process. Even though no CFD calculation was done by the author,Chapter 3 and 6 bring experimental data and simulation results together, obtained duringvarious cooperation projects, in order to be able to perform meaningful comparisons. Datatreatment routines were developed by the author, for the comparison of CFD simulationresults with experimental results. As an outcome, different examples of CFD simulationresults plotted against experimental results are illustrated in this work.
Appendix A
Penetration depth - discussion of
scale effects
Experiments regarding the penetration depth of the bubble plume similar to the experi-mental work presented in Chapter 5 were carried out at the University of Applied SciencesZittau/Görlitz as part of a close collaboration of the two research centers during the part-nership on a joint project. A summary is given in the following.
The geometry of the experimental apparatus was different than the one described in section3.1.1. The experiments were carried out in a rectangular tank, 134.5× 115.5× 200.5 cm3,partially filled with water. Two sets of measurements were carried out for two different jetdiameters: D1 = 3.9 cm and D2 = 5.1 cm. The jet exit pipe was kept at a constant distanceabove the bottom of the tank (H = 1.51 m) and the jet length was varied by modifying thewater level in the tank. Consequently, different length to diameter ratios were available:2 ≤ Lj/D1,2 ≤ 21.
To ascertain the penetration depth and geometry of the bubble plume, experiments wereconducted for both jet diameters and a constant jet length (Lj = 50 cm). The temperatureof the water was kept constant at 23 ◦C. The jet velocity at the nozzle exit was variedbetween 0.4 m/s and 4 m/s. Instantaneous images of the tank center plane were capturedand averaged over time. In this manner, a contour line describing the bubble plume foreach experimental condition was obtained.
As a characteristic, it was noticed that, similar to results presented in the literature, thepenetration depth of the bubble plume increased with the jet velocity. Also, no changein the penetration depth was observed with the jet diameter for constant inlet conditions.Figure A.1 shows the variation of the penetration depth with the jet velocity for both jetdiameters in comparison with equations 2.29 and 2.22.
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Figure A.1: Penetration depth variation with Lj for constant v0
It is noticeable that equation 2.22 matches well the experimental data for a jet diameterof 51 mm. In the experiments, however, no sensitivity of the penetration depth to the jetdiameter was noted. The fact that Hp was constant was partly due to the small differencebetween D1 and D2 of approximately 24%. The quantity of entrained gas was not measuredin these experiments. Still, due to the very small difference between D1 and D2, the amountof gas entrained in the water pool could be assumed to be constant under identical flowconditions.
Averaged plume contours obtained on both large- and small-scale experiments for differ-ent jet velocities are illustrated in Figure A.2. Here, not only the penetration depth ofthe bubble plume, but also its width was observed to be much higher in the large scaleexperiments. While in the small scale experiments entrainment took place as soon as thejet velocity exceeded the value of 1.2 m/s, in the large scale experiments the phenomenonoccurred for lower jet velocities. It can be said that the diameter of the jet influences theoccurrence of gas entrainment. The penetration depth in the large scale experiments wasup to four times higher than in the small scale investigations, while the width of the bubbleplume was up to 10 times higher.
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Figure A.2: Plume boundary variation with v0 for large scale- (upper) and small scaleexperiments (lower)
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